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ABSTRACT
The clogging of fibrous air filters by solid aerosol particles
in the inertial interception capture range was experimentally
and theoretically investigated. Flat filters were loaded to
particle filter cake formation at 0.10 m/s filter face
velocity with monodisperse aerosols.
An evaporator-condenser aerosol generator capable of producing
a stable 0.6 kg/hr product of monodisperse, solid aerosols in
the range 1 to 5 micrometers aerodynamic diameter was
designed, fabricated, and optimized. The output aerosol was
introduced into a vertical challenge duct, where the mass
concentrations upstream and downstream of the filter sample,
and thus the filter penetration, were measured using
continuous flow sampling through two light scattering
photometers. Simultaneous measurements were made of the
filter flow resistance during the particle loading process.
A discussion of the possible definitions of clogging is given
from descriptions of the plots of the experimental filtration
responses with mass challenge. The relationship between the
clogging point and effective filter pore diameter for
different aerosol challenges is given for medium efficiency
fibreglass papers and for filters made with 15.5 micrometer
diameter monodisperse fibres.
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1CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 AIR FILTER CLOGGING
Air filters are used extensively in industry, in homes and in
every major building with an air moving system. With use, the
filters clog with solid particles and must be replaced.
Although the air filter manufacturing industry has been
producing satisfactory filters for many decades, a need exists
to provide a connection between filter theory and the
structure and loading performance of a filter medium. Present
filter theory is primarily based upon clean filter
performance, not on changes in filter performance with solid
particle loading. This is, in part, because of a need for
empirical evidence, which is the subject of this present work.
There is at present no universally accepted definition of
filter clogging, although many would identify it as the mass
challenge or mass accumulation at which particle cake
filtration takes place. The nearest definition is the ASHRAE
52-76 dust holding capacity, the mass accumulation at an
upper-limit pressure drop for a device, which is not
necessarily when a filter cake forms. All present industrial
techniques of filter loading testing use polydisperse aerosols
which mask the effect of particle size. This does not give
the information necessary to evaluate the relationship of
2filter clogging to filter structure and thus to theoretical
predictions.
1.2 FIBROUS FILTER LOADING TESTING
In the study of initial, clean filter performance,
monodisperse particles are commonly used to simplify data
interpretation in assessments of changes in filtration
responses. Unfortunately, monodisperse, solid aerosols have
seldom been used in studies of air filter loading. The
present methods of monosize, solid particle aerosol generation
are unsatisfactory for filter loading tests, due to the
production of very low concentrations of particles. This
necessitates very long test times, sometimes up to several
weeks. There is no doubt that the difficulty of test aerosol
generation and low mass challenge concentrations have
suppressed research on monodisperse, solid particle loading.
The objectives of the present work may be summarized in two
parts:
i) The production of solid, monodisperse aerosols by
evaporation and condensation in high concentrations for filter
loading.
ii) The measurement and interpretation of the changes in
fibrous filter performance during the loading of solid
particle challenges.
3In the present work, the creation of a new continuous flow
evaporator-condenser aerosol generator with long term
stability was necessary to meet the criteria of producing
discrete, monodisperse particles in high concentrations in the
I to 5 micrometer range. This could not have been achieved
without a complete review of the theory and practice in the
available literature, which led to the development of
optimizational techniques for monodisperse particle production
based on sound engineering principles.
A solid particle aerosol generator meeting the necessary
criteria was designed, fabricated and integrated into a filter
test system. This test system facilitates the measurement of
efficiency, flow resistance and mass challenge within
reasonable time intervals with which to assess the progress of
filter loading to filter cake formation.
The test strategy of the proper selection of a wide range of
filter structures and particle challenges reported here was
designed to elucidate the parameters important to filter
clogging. The effects of filter structure on loading, the
relationship between pressure drop and efficiency, and the
nature of the filter cake structure itself were also examined.
41.3 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
In Chapter Two the relevant literature on condensation aerosol
formation and growth is reviewed. The performance of various
known continuous flow condensation aerosol generators is
included. The condenser tube parameters which may be
optimized to give particle monodispersity are presented.
The design, development and optimization of an aerosol
generator to produce monodisperse, solid aerosols is given in
Chapter Three.
Chapter Four is a review of the literature on air filtration
including the theory of clean, fibrous filter performance and
the effect of particle accumulation on filter behavior.
The experimental apparatus and the filter loading studies are
described in Chapter Five with a discussion of the shapes of
the filter loading curves and their general responses to
filter structure. Equipment calibration procedures are in the
Appendix.
Chapter Six contains the discussion of the experimental
results and final conclusions. The definitions of the
clogging point and other loading curve parameters are
interpreted with respect to the mass challenge of the loading
particles. The relationship of the filter effective pore
diameter to the clogging point is given both empirically and
theoretically.
5CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF THE DYNAMICS OF CONDENSATION
AEROSOL FORMATION AND GROWTH
The process of designing a generator for the formation of
monodisperse particles by condensation demands an
understanding of condensation theory and the dynamic
interaction of the gas-vapour mixture and the apparatus
geometry. In this chapter, the subjects reviewed are: the
fundamentals of gas-vapour equilibrium, particle nucleation,
particle growth, theoretical studies of condensation particle
growth in laminar flow down a cooled vertical tube, known
condensation aerosol generators, and the condenser tube
parameters and the conditions for particle monodispersity.
2.1 GAS-VAPOUR EQUILIBRIUM
Important to the formation of most natural aerosols is
condensation from a gas-vapour mixture. If a gas-vapour
mixture at a certain temperature is at equilibrium with a
planar surface of liquid, the partial pressure of the vapour,
p, in the mixture is the equilibrium saturation vapour
pressure, ps. Saturation vapour pressure has a direct
relationship with the absolute temperature, T, and the slope
of the curve is given by the Clapeyron equation:
dps AHm Ps
dT	 Rg T2
	 (2.1)
S= -P--
Ps
(2.3)
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where AHm is the molar heat of vaporization, and Rg is the
universal gas constant. An approximation of the relationship
of ps to T is given by:
AHm
ln(ps) = - Rg T + constant (2.2)
If the partial pressure of the vapour in the gas-vapour
mixture is less than Ps' evaporation from the surface will
occur, but if p is greater than PS, condensation can occur.
The ratio of the vapour partial pressure to the saturation
vapour pressure is called the saturation ratio, S:
When the saturation ratio is greater than one, the gas-vapour
mixture is supersaturated. Supersaturation (S>1) occurs when
a highly concentrated vapour-gas mixture is cooled by dilution
mixing with cold gas or contact with a cold surface, or when a
sudden expansion changes the system temperature by an abrupt
change in volume.
When the surface of the liquid is spherical rather than
planar, the energy necessary to remove molecules from the
surface to the gas-vapour mixture is less, and the equilibrium
vapour pressure, pd , of a droplet surface is greater than the
saturation vapour pressure, ps• This droplet equilibrium
PdSd = ps (2.5)
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vapour pressure is dependent on the droplet diameter, dp, by
the Kelvin or Thomson-Gibbs equation:
Pd	 4 a M ln( I-3; ) - dp p Rg T (2.4)
where a, M and p are the surface tension, molecular weight and
density of the liquid. The droplet supersaturation ratio:
dictates the critical diameter, dp * of a stable droplet
suspended in a gas-vapour mixture. Droplets larger than dp*
grow by condensation; droplets smaller than dp * evaporate.
This is called the Kelvin effect.
If a wettable foreign particle is introduced into the
supersaturated gas-vapour mixture with a diameter greater than
d * vapour will condense onto its surface and its diameterP '
will increase. If the foreign particle is smaller than dp*,
no condensation will occur.
When foreign particles are introduced into a gas-vapour
mixture to "seed" for condensational growth, the process is
called heterogeneous nucleation. When the gas-vapour mixture
is free of foreign substrates and the supersaturation ratio
exceeds a critical point, clusters of molecules of vapour are
formed. Clusters exceeding dp * become condensation nuclei,
and the condensation process is called homogeneous nucleation.
8Good, critical reviews exist for the discussion of
condensation theory. This review principally derives from
Hidy (1), Friedlander (2), Green and Lane (3), Hodgson (4) and
Hinds (5), as well as from the recent literature on laminar
flow condensation.
2.2 HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEI FORMATION
When a gas-vapour mixture is free of foreign nuclei or ions,
condensation should not occur until the saturation ratio for
the critical radius of a vapour molecule diameter is reached.
However, from experimentation, condensation takes place at
much lower supersaturations. Classical homogeneous nucleation
theory addresses this problem by creating a kinetic growth
model for the formation and growth of molecular clusters
(Volmer (6), Becker and Doring (7), and Frenkel (8)).
Molecules of vapour randomly collide and adhere by London or
van der Waals forces, forming clusters. Many of these
clusters form rapidly, do not reach a critical radius, and so,
evaporate again. But, if the saturation ratio is greater than
one, some clusters may exceed the critical radius and keep
growing. The growth and decay of clusters is analogous to a
polymeric reaction:
ei_1 + el	(2.6)
9where ei is a cluster of i molecules and e l is a monomer
molecule. As in a chemical reaction, a critical free energy
of activation is associated with cluster formation:
*	 4	 3	 Ra T	 Pd	 2AGc = -	 wrc p( "	 ) ln( IT); ) + 4 wrc amv (2.7)
where rc is the cluster radius, and in is the vapour molecular
mass. The first term in the equation represents the free
energy of phase change, and the second term represents the
free energy of surface formation.
"The free energy of a cluster formation can be thought of as
an energy barrier to nucleation. As supersaturation
increases, the size of the critical cluster, and hence the
energy barrier, is reduced and the probability of nucleation
increases( Hodgson (9)). II
"The preference for subcritical clusters to decay rather than
grow is balanced by the larger concentration of small
clusters. No such balance exists, however, for larger than
critical clusters. Such clusters will almost certainly
grow... All critical clusters which undergo growth are
therefore considered to form stable nuclei. The rate of
formation of these nuclei (i.e. the rate of growth of critical
clusters) gives the nucleation rate (Hodgson (10)."
The size distribution function for clusters at equilibrium is:
*	 4 a vm
d- 	p	 k T in(S) (2.9)
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1 2
Ps	 I .I
ni = ( K-T, ) S i EXP[ -{ 3 a vm ( 4 w/3 vm )3 	 )/k T]
(2.8)
where k is the Boltzman constant and i is the number of
monomer molecules per cluster. If S<1, the concentration ni
from equation (2.8) decreases with increasing i, but if S>1,
the function decreases through a minimum and then increases
again. By differentiating the equation (2.8) and setting the
derivative to zero, a critical cluster diameter is found:
The number of clusters of critical size is:
-16 7 a3 141
*
n i = nl EXP[ 	
 ]3 (k T) 3 (1n(S))2 (2.10)
where n l
 is the monomer concentration.
The steady state rate of nucleation, J, has been approximated
(Becker and Doring (7)), assuming no molecular depletion, to
be:
*
AGc131 ,J ''-' (constant) (70- EXP[ — 1k T - (2.11)
where pl is the monomer partial pressure. An expanded version
of this rate function from Friedlander (11) is:
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J = 2{
2
2	 -S 1	
-16 To-3 vit
P1	 --i- 	 ovm
1 }(n1 vm) -
 ( kT ) EXP( 3(k T) 3 (1n(S))2)
(27rmykT)-2-
(2.12)
Equation (2.12) is a strong function of surface tension and
saturation ratio. Indeed, the relationship is so strong that
in increasing the saturation ratio, nucleation rate becomes,
as Hodgson (10) puts it, "very much an all or nothing event."
Thus, with many vapours, there exist critical supersaturation
ratios at which nucleation commences. Studies of the critical
supersaturation ratio using adiabatic expansion chambers have
shown good agreement between classical nucleation theory and
experimentation for non-polar molecules and inorganic vapours.
Some weaknesses in the classical theory have raised criticisms
and controversy, Hodgson (12):
"1. The application of bulk thermodynamic properties, such as
surface free energy to such small clusters may be
invalid.
2. The translation-rotation paradox: (the Lothe and Pound
(13) contention that translational and rotational degrees
of freedom were not included in the constant in the
steady-state nucleation rate function, equation (2.11)).
3. The validity of the steady-state function is
questionable...
4. The assumption of no monomer depletion becomes invalid
once significant condensation has occurred. Usually,
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however, the majority of nuclei have formed before
considerable vapour (hence monomer) depletion by droplet
growth has occurred. Hence, this assumption does not
normally lead to errors,..."
The classical model of homogeneous nucleation does, however,
contain the necessary features important to nucleation
predictions. Refinement of these predictions will involve
corrections from studies of the intermolecular forces within
and the actual structure of molecular clusters so that the
true free energy of formation may be determined.
Reliable experimental data have been lacking for homogeneous
nucleation theoretical comparisons since each vapour material
may give different results, and since the theory is free
space, while experiments are apparatus dependent. Amelin et
al (14) condensed particulate free, gas-vapour mixtures of
dibutylphthlalate, glycerine and triethyleneglycol with
turbulent mixing and made experimental comparisons of
nucleation rates to classical theory. For the same increases
in saturation ratio the experimental results gave larger
nucleation rates than expected theoretically, but at higher
saturation ratios the theory approached the experimental.
With saturation ratio constant, increasing changes in vapour
pressure when compared to theory gave higher rates at lower
vapour pressures, crossed the theoretical curve and then gave
lower results at higher vapour pressures.
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Wagner and Strey (15) used a dual-piston adiabatic expansion
chamber to achieve supersaturation with n-nonane vapour and
achieved good agreement with classical theory on nucleation
rates.Experiments on n-alcohols, however, showed correct
slopes for the J-S curves, but with substantial disagreements
in the dependence of temperature on the results (which for
alcohol gave reversing trends to the theory). The deviations
were explained by the lack of correction in the classical
theory for "the fact that the number of molecules required for
the formation of the cluster distribution in the
supersaturated vapour is not negligible when compared to the
number of monomers. Accordingly, the number of monomers and
thus the actual supersaturation in the expansion chamber are
considerably reduced due to the cluster formation (Wagner and
Strey (16))."
Molecular cluster growth was modeled dynamically by Vega and
Peters (17) by using a general population balance equation
made up of a set of non-linear ordinary differential
equations, assuming:
1) cluster-cluster agglomeration,
2) evaporation or escape of a monomer from a cluster,
3) generation or removal processes that are not included in 1)
and 2).
Evaporation efficiency as a function of vapour species was
considered, as well as a theoretical thermal accommodation
coefficient for monomer-cluster collisions. The theoretical
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results were compared with thermal diffusion cloud chamber
results for polar species (water, methanol, ethanol) and non-
polar species (n-hexane, n-octane, n-nonane). Results of
temperature versus critical supersaturation ratios for non-
polar substances compared well with classical theory over a
wide range of temperatures when the evaporation efficiency was
unity. Only when non-unity evaporation coefficients were
calculated for the polar species, did the calculated results
agree with the experimental data. The critical
supersaturation ratios seemed independent of the carrier gas.
2.3 NUCLEATED PARTICLE GROWTH
In homogeneous nucleation at critical supersaturation,
molecular clusters pass the critical diameter, dp * , become
"existing" particles, and keep growing by condensation. The
rate of growth, usually in terms of particle volume change or
diameter change with time, depends on the saturation ratio,
the particle size and the mean free path of the carrier gas.
If the vapour or monomer concentration is finite, then the
growing particles will remove vapour molecules from the gas-
vapour mixture, lowering the saturation ratio. Once the ratio
is below the critical supersaturation, cluster formation and
homogeneous nucleation cease, but particle growth continues
until the particulate-gas-vapour mixture reaches equilibrium.
Alam and Flagan (18) did a theoretical study of the radial
depletion of vapour around a growing condensate particle and
its effects on local cluster formation from the free molecular
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to the continuum regimes. Nearer to a growing particle
surface, the rate of homogeneous nucleation, affected by
concentration and temperature profiles, is a function of
radial distance which is treated as a dimensionless clearance
volume function about the particle center. The dimensionless
clearance volume was shown to be a function of Knudsen number
(Kn) and was applied to the steady-state nucleation rate
equations and particle growth equations.
In the case of heterogeneous nucleation, particle growth
occurs at supersaturations lower than that of critical self-
nucleation. If particles of an insoluble foreign substance,
wetted easily by the vapour, are introduced into a pure,
supersaturated gas-vapour mixture and are greater than dp*,
the critical diameter, then these particles will behave like
droplets of the condensed vapour and grow by condensation.
The ability of foreign particles to serve as nucleation sites
is affected by size, surface, shape, electrostatic charge and
chemical composition. This heterogeneous nucleation and
subsequent particle growth consumes the excess vapour,
reducing the supersaturation ratio and, in effect, can cancel
molecular cluster formation completely.
The usefulness of insoluble foreign nuclei which are only
partially wettable by the vapour is dictated by the mechanisms
in the formation of a spherical cap of condensate on the
nucleus surface which is analogous to cluster formation. The
critical free energy of activation of a cap with a critical
radius of curvature is dictated by the vapour species, the
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supersaturation and the surface interaction between the liquid
and the nucleus surface. From Hidy (19):
16 0
(3 k T in(s))2 ) f(in) (2.13)
The term mc is equivalent to the cosine of the contact angle
between the liquid and nucleus surface:
f(mc) = T (2+mc)(1-mc)2
	 (2.14)
From equation (2.14), it is readily seen that the free energy
is a strong function of surface wetting. For small contact
angles, equation (2.13) is minimal, reducing to the energy of
formation around a wetted particle surface.
In a like fashion, condensation onto a flat surface is also a
strong function of surface wetting. In most laboratory
aerosol generators, glass which is oleophilic in nature is
used as the cool material surface of heat transfer for
condensation of oily aerosols. The considerable loss of
vapour to the walls at the exact formation of supersaturation
is a well known fact, resulting in depletion of the monomer
available for particulate condensation.
Scheludko (20) studied the theoretical effects of surface
tension of a condensate droplet or cap on a semi-wetting
particle nucleus and a dimensionless parameter for the cap
curvature Critical supersaturation was interpreted as the
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supersaturation corresponding to a thermodynamic barrierless
formation of clusters (caps) on the particle with maximum
dimensionless droplet curvature. Over a wide range of nucleus
radii, the critical supersaturation of water remained constant
and was the same as that of a flat substrate.
Once nucleation occurs, the growth of particles from
supersaturated vapour in a gas is governed by the size of a
particle in relation to the mean free path (X) of the carrier
gas. For particles much less than the mean free path, the
particle volume rate of change from kinetic theory is the
balance between the rate of arrival of vapour molecules and
the rate of departure of vapour molecules per unit area of
droplet surface:
2irdp vm (pl-pd)dv
dt	 .,\J2 w my k T
(2.15)
The rate of change of particle diameter is:
11.121 2 vm (P1-Pd)	 2 M (P1-Pd)
at	
-\/2 w my k T pp Na	 w my k T
(2.16)
where Na is Avogadro's number, M is the liquid molecular
weight, and pp is the liquid density.
The interesting feature of equation (2.16) is that the change
in particle diameter with time is not a function of the
original particle size. Molecular clusters in the range of
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dp<< X, while polydisperse in size, will all increase in
diameter at the same rate, becoming more monodisperse in size
as growth progresses until the boundary of the continuum range
is reached. Fuchs and Sutugin (21) pointed out that this is
only true if the clusters are formed simultaneously throughout
the supersaturated space.In reality, supersaturation is
achieved over a finite time. The more slowly supersaturation
progresses, the greater the time interval over which clusters
form, and the greater the differences in growth with time of
the particles. Homogeneous condensation, in general, produces
more or less polydisperse aerosols.
In the case of foreign nuclei, a polydisperse size
distribution of size below the continuum regime will proceed
to a monodispersed system, since the nuclei are present
throughout the space at the same supersaturation and since the
growth began for all particles at the same moment.
Szymanski and Wagner (22) showed that with both sodium
chloride and dioctyl phthalate nuclei in saturated water
vapour in an adiabatic expansion chamber, the standard
deviation of the particle size distribution decreased
considerably as water droplets grew. It was concluded "that
the aerosol droplets grow independently and the mutual
interaction of the diffusion fields in the vicinity of
neighboring droplets are of minor importance (Szymanski and
Wagner (23))."
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For particles much larger than the mean free path of the
carrier gas (continuum range), the rate of change in particle
volume by diffusional condensation is given by:
dv 2 7 Dv dp vm (P1-Ps)
dt -	 k T (2.17)
where Dv is the diffusion coefficient of the vapour molecule.
This assumes that the Kelvin effect is negligible (Pd/Ps = 1).
The rate of change in particle diameter in this case is:
d(d)
	 4 Dv M (P1-Ps) 
dt - Rg
 T pp dp (2.18)
The rate of particle growth in the continuum range is
inversely proportional to particle size: as particle size
increases, the rate of growth decreases. So, in the case of
the introduction of foreign particles as nuclei, "the use as
condensation nuclei of polydisperse aerosols containing large
particles should be avoided (Fuchs and Sutugin (24))."
Particles less than .1 micrometers have been used as nuclei
with good results in supersaturated systems at elevated
temperatures. It seems proper to keep heterogeneous nuclei
size below the mean free path for the growth of mono-size
particles in the laboratory.
Fuchs and Sutugin (25) proposed an interpolation approximation
equation for the entire range of mean free path:
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dv	 2 w Dv dp vm (P1-Pd)	 1+Kn 
dt = (	 k T	 ) ( 1+1.71Kn+1.333Kn 3 )
(2.19)
where Kn = 2X/d
'
 the Knudsen number. The change in particleP
size is:
d(d ) 4 Dv vm (P1
-Pd)
	
1+Kn 
dt	
,	
d )	 (	 )P k T	 1+1.71Kn+1.333Kn-
(2.20)
A departure from the more classical diffusion theory for
condensational particle nucleated growth was given by Sahni
(26). Neutron transport theory was applied to the flow of
molecules to or from a droplet surface with consideration of
accommodation coefficients and the definition of what
saturation vapour pressure is with respect to a droplet
surface.
Heterogeneous condensation can also take place on ions of gas:
"(Natural) ions are singly charged clusters of about 30 air
molecules. These gas molecular clusters differ from those
(vapour molecular clusters) in that they are stable. The
presence of a charged molecular cluster slightly distorts the
saturation ratio versus dp* curve, facilitating the formation
and growth of droplets at supersaturations greater than about
2.0 (Hinds (27))."
4 a vs
ln( 1::
 ) - dp Rg T
6 n2 vs
3
w dP
Pd (2.21)
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This reduction in the critical diameter necessary for
condensational growth for ions is caused by a balance between
the electrostatic charge separating the liquid molecules
condensed onto the ion nucleus, enlarging the surface area,
and the surface tension exerting the opposite effect.
If foreign nuclei particles are soluble in the condensed
vapour, they have the effect of reducing the equilibrium
surface vapour pressure, greatly reducing the supersaturation
necessary for condensation to proceed. In fact, a particle-
vapour-gas mixture can occur in this instance in saturated or
unsaturated (S<1) systems. The relationship between particle
size and saturation ratio is the result of two competing
effects: the Kelvin effect which tends to increase the vapour
pressure and the dissolved substance which tends to decrease
the vapour pressure:
where vs is the molar volume of the solvent and n 2 is the
number of moles of solute. The same equation in a different
form (Hinds (5)) for a salt-solvent solution is:
Pd	 6 i ms Mw _ 1	4 a Mw
= ( 1 + 	
 )	 ( 	 )Ps	 3	 p g
Ms Pwdp	
EXP	 R T dP (2.22)
where i is the number of ions each molecule of salt forms in
solution, ms is the mass of dissolved salt of molecular weight
Ms, and Mw is the molecular weight of the solvent.
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2.4 CONDENSATION PARTICLE GROWTH IN LAMINAR FLOW DOWN A 
VERTICAL TUBE
In this section, theoretical studies of aerosol formation in
laminar flow are reviewed. The objective of each of these
studies was to describe the dynamics of the condenser section
of a continuous flow evaporator-condenser aerosol generator.
Such a generator is shown in Figure 2.1.
The flow field down a vertical tube is represented in Figure
2.2. The establishment of vapour saturation in a vertical
condenser tube with downward flow velocity represents a
simultaneous solution of the energy equation governing the
temperature profile in the tube and the diffusional mass
concentration equation governing mass transfer in the
temperature profile. The energy equation when transformed
into dimensionless form produces a coefficient of the axial
heat conduction made up of nondimensionless groups each of
which describe the condition of the system under study. This
special combination of properties is called the heat transfer
Peclet number (Pe i ) and is defined as:
EVAPORATOR HEAT SOURCE
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RT Uo
Pei - ag - (Re) (Pr) (2.23)
where:	 RT = tube inner radius
U0 = maximum fluid velocity
a = thermal diffusivity of carrier gas
RT U0 p
Re = Reynolds number - 	
A
A = carrier gas viscosity
p = carrier gas density
	
C p	 p p.
Pr = Prandtl number = 	 pk1
	  _
1(1 -	 ag
= carrier gas kinematic viscosity
ki = carrier gas thermal conductivity
cp = carrier gas specific heat
The Reynolds number describes the flow conditions down the
tube. The Prandtl number, the ratio of the kinematic
viscosity to the thermal diffusivity, describes the degree of
change due to momentum effect compared to the degree of change
due to thermal effect on a system. If Pr = 1, heat and
momentum are diffused through a system at the same rate. If
Pr > 1, the velocity profile development lags the temperature
profile development, and the opposite occurs for Pr < 1. For
most gases, Pr is approximately one.
The mass transfer equation, when transformed into
dimensionless form, yields the coefficient of the axial
diffusion, the mass transfer Peclet number (Pe 2 ), which is
defined as:
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RT U0
Pe2 - av - (Re)(Sc)	 (2.24)
where:	 Dv = the vapour diffusion coefficient
_IL_Sc = Schmidt number=	 - --
p Dv Dv
The Schmidt number for mass transfer is analogous to the
Prandtl number for thermal transfer and is the ratio of the
kinematic viscosity to the diffusion coefficient or vapour
diffusivity. For most vapours in gases (Hidy (1)), Sc > 10.
For heat transfer and particle formation down a tube, Pei
describes the "degree" of axial conduction (conduction along
the Z- axis), and Pe 2 describes the "degree" of axial
diffusion. Their magnitudes determine if the terms
representing these axial quantities can be neglected in the
solutions of the energy and mass transfer equations.
The ratio of the Prandtl number to the Schmidt number is
called the Lewis number (Le) and relates to supersaturation by
mixing:
Le =
Pr _ Pel Dv
Sc Pe2 - (2.25)
When Le = 1, the relationship between concentration and
temperature in mixing a gas and a vapour is independent of the
nature of the flow regime (when condensation has yet to
(2.27)
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occur). When Le does not equal 1, then the relationship is
dependent on the flow field.
The velocity flow field U(r) in a tube is Poiseuillian and may
be written in a dimensionless form as
U(r) = U0 (1 -r2 ) = 2 Um(1-r2 )	 (2.26)
where:	 U0 = maximum fluid velocity
Um = average fluid velocity
r*
r = n = the dimensionless tube radius
"yr
r* = the radius dimension variable
The residence time function t(r) for a particle to travel a
distance z * is:
t(r) - z
*
uo (1-r2)
In solutions to the energy and mass transfer equations,
certain assumptions must be made [Pesthy, et al (28), Sher and
Sokolov (29), Shutov, et al (30)]:
a. the volume fraction of aerosol is small
b. the physical properties of the aerosol are the same as
that of a vapour-gas mixture
c. particles follow streamlines
d. wall loss is small
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e. coagulation is insignificant
f. the vapour diffusion coefficient, Dv, and the gas thermal
diffusivity are unaffected by nuclei or particles
g. the entering flow fluid has uniform temperature and
vapour concentration profiles
h. heat transfer is constant through the tube wall
i. incompressible flow; laminar flow
Davis and Liao (31) did a rigorous theoretical analysis of the
factors affecting the particle size and size distribution of
nucleated aerosols formed in a Poiseuillian flow. They chose
a function for the dimensionless steady-state temperature
field based on the maximum centerline velocity with uniform
initial temperature and wall temperature and a function for
the dimensionless mass transfer vapour concentration.
Davis and Liao (31) further assumed that although Pe i was
small (Pe1<100), the axial conduction term in their analysis
was neglected for ease of solution and also that Pe 2 was
sufficiently large (Pe 2>100) to neglect axial diffusion.
A method of calculating the dimensionless condensation rate
was devised for a population of nuclei based on a spherical
depletion cell model. The condensation rate was combined with
the Fuchs and Sutugin (32) particle growth correction factor
for the non-continuum regime and was a function of diffusion
coefficient, vapour concentration and the equilibrium vapour
concentration at the particle surface at temperature T (z*,r*)
according to the Kelvin effect. The energy equation was
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solved , giving the concentration at T(z*,r* ). Alternate
calculations were done at increments down the tube from the
tube inlet giving the dimensionless temperature profile. The
vapour concentration equation was solved and a function of
particle radius growth with tube distance gave the particle
size at each increment and at the different parts of the
concentration field, giving the particle size distribution.
Significant points to be drawn from Davis and Liao (31) are:
a.	 Polydispersity of the aerosol was most affected by the
heat and mass transfer Peclet numbers (Pe i and Pe2).
b. Different carrier gas species affected polydispersity.
Only when the heat transfer Peclet numbers were made
similar did similar polydispersities occur for the same
vapour species (helium versus nitrogen as an example).
c. For small nuclei at Pe2>100, nuclei polydispersity did
not affect aerosol polydispersity.
d. Wall losses in Poiseuillian flow are small since the
nuclei near the walls deplete the vapour concentration a
short distance from the inlet. However, if too high a
velocity field exists, radial diffusion will cause
greater polydispersity.
e. Anything that increases radial diffusion of vapour or
decreases heat transfer will increase polydispersity.
f. The majority of growth in a tube condenser occurs in such
a short distance that (Davis and Liao (33)):
"In fact the growth rates are so large that the droplet
size distribution is determined primarily by the
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characteristics of the temperature and concentration
fields and not by the single particle growth kinetics."
Liao (34), in his Ph.D. Thesis, did a complete theoretical
study on the operating parameters of a condenser tube in the
production of dibutylphthalate aerosol.
Sher and Sokolov (29) did a theoretical examination of the
criteria for the design of a condenser pipe which gives the
most uniform droplet size at its exit. A form of the
dimensionless energy equation including axial heat conduction
was chosen with fully developed pipe flow subject to constant
heat flow.
The axial conduction term was not neglected and the
temperature profiles were calculated for different heat
transfer (Pei ) Peclet numbers. The rate of change in particle
diameter under condensation growth in the continuum regime,
equation (2.18) was manipulated under a series of logical
assumptions into an approximate dimensionless energy function.
This equation was integrated to give the particle diameter at
its tube radial location and the axial distance from which
condensation was initiated (z 1 = 0).
It was found that the geometric standard deviation (GSD) of
the particle size distribution was strongly dependent on the
axial distance z 1 and the heat transfer Peclet number.
Proceeding from condensation initiation at z 1=0 down the tube,
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the standard deviation reaches a maximum and then decreases
again. It was postulated that extreme differences in
temperature and particle residence time across the laminar
profile caused differences in initial growth rates giving a
higher GSD. But, as condensation proceeded, the lower rates
of growth for the larger particles were balanced by higher
rates of growth for the smaller particles and GSD, then begins
to decrease. The dimensionless length for maximum GSD was
called z icrit and was found to be a function of Peclet number.
It was also found that the higher the Pe i , the higher the GSD,
agreeing with Davis and Liao (31).
Shutov, et al (30), in a study of homogeneous nucleation,
provided solutions to the temperature and supersaturation (S)
fields for flow down a cooled tube. In this way the
condensation zone was properly described as the critical
supersaturation isoline and not by an isotherm. Solutions
were found for the dimensionless energy and axial mass
transfer equations with axial heat and axial mass transfer
neglected.
A numerical analysis down the tube axis at Pe l = 80 showed
that at the tube entrance the supersaturation peak starts near
the wall of the tube, but as z * increases, quickly shifts to
the center of the tube and reaches its maximum (the maximum of
a paraboloid). Changes to the rate of flow changed the fields
of S and T proportionally both in the theoretical model and
in experimentation.
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In an experiment with dibutyl phthalate, for a constant flow
rate, an initial temperature to wall temperature difference
greater than 110°c was gradually decreased, and the form of
the changing instantaneous condensation zone was studied. The
paraboloid shape touching near the tube walls gradually
assumed a circular shape withdrawing from the walls (diameter
decreasing about the axis). When the temperature difference
equalled 60 to 700C, the aerosol cloud appeared simultaneously
about the axis at a diameter predicted by the theory. In
this condition, the nucleation occurs across the area
instantaneously and meets the criteria of homogeneous
nucleation with minimal radial or axial gradients, a good
technique for the use of a tube for basic homogeneous
condensation research.
Pesthy, et al (28) did a theoretical study of simultaneous
homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous condensation in a
cooled tube with or without foreign nuclei.
Assuming no axial conduction or axial diffusion, dimensionless
forms of the energy equation and the vapour concentration
equations were chosen with boundary conditions of constant
uniform inlet temperature and mass concentration, uniform wall
temperature and centerline symmetry.
A dimensionless form of the General Dynamic Equation for size
distribution along each laminar streamline assuming no thermal
diffusion or coagulation was chosen.
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The equations were solved numerically for dibutylphthalate
aerosol formation and growth (Le = 7.74, Pe i = 170, Pe2 =
700).
"The variable having the greatest effect by far on the
predicted behavior of the system is the choice of homogeneous
nucleation theory (Pesthy et al (35)".
Comparisons between classical and Lothe-Pound cluster
formation theories yielded the following:
a. Classical theory gave high vapour wall loss rates (80
percent) and very late nucleation near the centerline,
not typical of aerosol generators already in use.
b. In the application of the Lothe-Pound theory, cluster
formation depended on streamline cooling rates. The
extent of vapour wall loss was closely dependent on the
number concentration of new particles in the wall region.
c. With the Lothe-Pound theory, cluster formation rate can
be affected by the initial vapour mole fraction or
temperature. Introduction of seed particles dramatically
decreases cluster formation when the concentration is
raised beyond a threshold value(10 particles/cm-3
concentration), the quenching effect on cluster formation
due to vapour consumption.
d. The zone of homogeneous nucleation starts near the wall
and progresses toward the centerline of the tube (as in
Shutov, et al (30).
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e. An analysis of the sink function down the tube with seed
nuclei showed an initial peak which propagates
increasingly toward the centerline from the wall,
reaching a maximum along the centerline and gradually
decreasing along the centerline until particle growth
ceases.
f. The effect of gradually higher initial temperature on
cluster formation showed formation further down the tube
and at higher rates. The highest cooling rate gives the
highest nucleation rate or nucleation pulse, but with
greater wall loss because of no particle to vapour
depletion at the walls. For To > 150 0C, coagulation
should become significant.
g. For dilute mole fraction initial concentrations,
nucleation occurs late on the centerline, and as
concentration increases, gradually extends to the walls.
h. Increasing the vapour concentration shows a decrease in
the particle concentration due to the greater vapour
sink, pulse nucleation and the subsequent quenching of
cluster formation, causing larger particles.
i. Although the tools were present to study the effects of
variables on the monodispersity of the aerosol, Pesthy,
et al (28) neglected to present it.
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2.5 REVIEW OF CONTINUOUS FLOW CONDENSATION
AEROSOL GENERATORS 
The objective of this section is to review methods used to
obtain monodisperse aerosols by condensation. Principal
reviews of these techniques are included in: Green and Lane
(3), Fuchs and Sutugin (21), Mercer (36), Bailey (37), Schenck
et al (38), Kerker (39), Tillery (40), Corn and Esmen (41),
and A. D. Little (42). Although research has been published
on the condensation of metals, metallic oxides and salts,
these aerosols must be produced in furnaces or by chemical
reactions at very high temperatures. Organic materials and
other pure compounds of low melting points, however, have been
used to make condensate aerosols at much lower temperatures.
These lower temperatures have led to generators of more simple
designs because of less potential thermal instabilities, a
greater choice of apparatus materials which do not melt, burn
or degrade, and the simple fact that they are less dangerous
to run. This review is limited to aerosol generators of lower
temperature condensate materials such as pure organics with
boiling points less than 500°C.
In general, a continuous flow condensation aerosol generator
produces monodisperse particles by evaporating a material and
then condensing that material onto condensation nuclei in a
carrier gas flow. Four, not necessarily separate, processes
are common to all such generators:
a. nuclei production
b. vapour generation
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c. vapour nuclei mixing
d. condensation through controlled cooling of the
carrier gas.
Physical concerns in the operation of these processes are:
a. short-term stability
b. long term stability
c. product monodispersity and reproducibility
d. process design simplicity
Central to the study of condensation aerosol generator
products is the definition of monodispersity. The most
accepted definition, which was first accepted by Fuchs and
Sutugin (21), is that the coefficient of variation of the
particle size distribution be less than .2. The coefficient
of variation is described as the ratio of the standard
deviation of the size distribution to the mean. For a log-
normal distribution, the logarithm of the geometric standard
deviation (GSD) must be less than .2 making the GSD less than
1.25. This criterion of "practical monodispersity" is,
however, dependent on the accuracy of the method of particle
size analysis.
Table 2.1 shows the physical characteristics of a number of
materials which have been used to generate condensation
aerosols. Common names were chosen, but other names are also
included. Most materials are of high molecular weight with
low vapour pressures and must be of high purity in order to
achieve monodispersity as condensates. The only mixture of
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substances included in Table 2.1 is carnauba wax, a natural
mixture of organic acids and derivatives. Arachidic and
behenic acid have been included as examples of two pure
constituents of carnauba wax. The major n-fatty acid
constituent of carnauba wax is C24H4802, and that chemical has
been used here to calculate the "effective" diffusion
coefficient of carnauba wax.
The vapour diffusion coefficients of the materials in Table
2.1, except for sulphur, were calculated according to
Hirschfelder et al (43), at selected temperatures in air,
nitrogen and helium, and are listed in Table 2.2. Carrier gas
selection greatly affects diffusion. The vapour diffusion
coefficients of the most popular condensate materials, notably
dioctyl phthalate, dioctyl sebacate and dibutyl phthalate, are
all less than .041 at 20°C. Liao (44) showed in an analysis
of an aerosol generator cylindrical condenser tube that
smaller diffusion coefficients limit radial diffusion and
yield better monodispersity which is reflected in the wide use
of these materials.
The diffusion coefficients of the four fatty acids included as
constituents of carnauba wax are similar to dioctyl phthalate.
Adding to this the fact that their boiling points are very
similar, it is probable that a mixture of fatty acids would
behave in condensation very much like a pure substance and
provide good monodispersity.
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2.5.1	 SINCLAIR-LAMER AEROSOL GENERATOR
The first continuous flow monodisperse aerosol generator was
described by Sinclair and LaMer (45) in 1949, and was
developed during World War II. It was first used as a means
of verifying the Mie Theory of electro-magnetic light
scattering by small spheres as described by Sinclair (46). In
the generator as shown in Figure 2.3, liquid is heated in a 2
liter boiler flask under thermostated control. Filtered air
or nitrogen enters a nuclei generator section (in this figure,
a spark ionizer), and transports nuclei across the liquid
surface.
Optionally, more filtered gas may be bubbled up through the
liquid, enhancing vapour production and also producing spray
droplets. This gas mixture of vapour, nuclei and droplets
enters the reheater (another 2 liter flask), which is at a
temperature about 40 to 100°C greater than that of the boiler.
The droplets evaporate, and the vapour-nuclei mixture passes
into a condenser tube chimney where the vapour condenses on
the nuclei and the chimney walls. The entire boiler and
reheater are installed in an insulated box which may take as
long as six hours to thermally stabilize after start-up.
Theoretically, as shown in Wilson and LaMer (47), the aerosol
should grow by diffusion of vapour to the nuclei surface at a
linear rate with time:
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where b is a constant related to the vapour initial
concentration and diffusion coefficient.
Particle diameter for condensation aerosol generators is
dictated by a ratio of the initial vapour concentration (Q0)
to the nuclei number concentration (n) in a relationship
(after Mercer (36)) with average particle diameter:
16c0C
dP =( 	7 pp n ) (2.29)
Particle concentration is ideally limited by nuclei
concentration and nuclei size distribution.
Monodisperse particle diameters produced by Sinclair-LaMer
generators have been reported from .02 micrometers by LaMer
(55), to 54 micrometers by Burgoyne and Cohen (62). Particle
concentrations of 10 4 to 10 7 particles/cm 3 have been produced,
and dilution is recommended to reduce coagulation.
Vapour concentration at sea level is dictated by the liquid-
vapour equilibrium at the boiler temperature TB (°K) and the
physical characteristics of the carrier gas:
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Mvapour 
)	 Mco = S Pg ( 760 - Psbt
	
(	 as
(2.30)
where S is the supersaturation ratio, which for higher gas
flows might be less than 1, and where Psbt is the saturation
vapour pressure at TB (°K) in millimeters of mercury. Because
of the nature of Equations 2.29 and 2.30, the particle size
output of the Sinclair-LaMer generator is usually correlated
to boiler temperature and nuclei concentration. Because of
the instabilities of this process, it is often necessary to do
this correlation each time the device is started up (Kerker
(39)). Also, if the liquid in the boiler is not replaced
periodically, degradation through oxidation can occur giving
unstable vapour products and a decrease in monodispersity.
This can be minimized through the use of nitrogen or helium in
place of air as the carried gas.
Muir (49) extended the condenser table chimney downward rather
than upward after Wooding (50). This eliminated some
convective mixing and solved the problem of condensate
dripping back into the reheater causing bursts of instability.
Muir (49) then showed that the electrical ions produced by the
spark ion generator were not the nuclei as previously
supposed. Instead, the spark generator produced nuclei
particles eroded from the tungsten electrode (as predicted by
Kitani (53) in 1958). Placement of an in-line filter
preceding the boiler greatly improved particle monodispersity,
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probably by eliminating large nuclei and also narrowing the
nuclei size distribution.
Many different nuclei sources have been employed with the
Sinclair-LaMer generator: tungsten and gold electrode spark
generators, sublimation of salts (NaC1 or AgC1) on hot plates
or hot wires which condense into nuclei, and particles
resulting from the drying of nebulized aqueous solution
sprays. In all cases, the stability of the output aerosol is
greatly affected by the nuclei concentration stability and
reproducibility. Because of electrode erosion and reaction
with the carrier gas, electrical nucleation source electrodes
need to be continually adjusted or replaced, and nuclei
concentration varies considerably between experiments (Muir
(49)). Sublimation and condensation of hot salts to produce
nuclei demands a "curing" or "training" period, sometimes for
days to achieve stability, and then the nuclei generator must
be left on continuously until the salt source depletes as
described in Huang et al (51). The employment of nuclei from
dried aqueous spray solutions as presented in Smaldone et al
(52) gives an "instant on" capability to nuclei production,
but the nebulizer stability needs to be monitored carefully.
Perry and Smaldone (63) studied the use of nebulized nuclei
and found no difference in their use over other sources of
nuclei. Nebulized nuclei may also be chemically or
radioactively labeled for lung inhalation studies.
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One item dealing with nuclei stability which should be of
concern is the coagulation stability of nuclei with changes in
reheater and boiler temperatures since high number
concentrations of very small particles coagulate readily at
elevated temperatures.
Swift (54) conducted a series of experiments using nitrogen
carrier gas, a downf low condenser chimney, no bubbling, and a
low flow rate of 500 cm 3/min. rather than the more standard
2000 cm3/min.	 A simple particle size-vapour pressure
relationship was found for dioctyl sebacate. In the
relationship of nuclei concentration versus particle diameter
at constant boiler temperature only at concentrations greater
than 105 nuclei/cm3 was there the n -1/3 proportionality as
predicted by Equation 2.29. The particle diameter maximum was
independent of nuclei concentration below 4 x 10 4 nuclei/cm3,
a phenomena also shown at 10 3 nuclei/cm3 by Kogan and
Burnasheva (56) with their KUST generator. An explanation of
this phenomena is that for a set of thermal conditions, the
maximum particle size caused by nuclei concentration reduction
will occur at the same time as an increase in vapour wall loss
since the decreasing number of nuclei near the walls can no
longer deplete the vapour concentration at the walls.
Swift (54) also examined the condensation results of the use
of different nuclei materials produced by sparking and by
elevated temperature sublimation. Monodispersity was found to
be best when the nuclei were chemically similar to the
condensing vapour species.
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Huang et al (51) produced an improved version of the Sinclair-
LaMer generator with a smaller boiler, helium carrier gas,
better thermal control, no bubbling and the use of thermally
sublimated and condensed silver chloride nuclei. An upward
condenser tube was located directly above the liquid in the
boiler. A reheater tube and another re-condenser tube were
located downstream from the primary condenser, which greatly
improved the aerosol monodispersity. This device has been to
produce linolenic and octanoic acid aerosols of diameters
between .3 to 1.3 micrometers with GSD less than 1.15
(Matijevic et al (76)).
Okada et al (59) using sparked gold nuclei and an upward
reheater-condenser tube produced dioctyl phthalate aerosols of
high monodispersity of diameters between .3 to 1 micrometers.
An empirical relationship of particle diameter versus boiler
temperature was used to derive the heat of vaporization of DOP
as in Equation 2.29.
Stahlhofen et al (64) examined various Sinclair-LaMer aerosol
generator parameters for dioctyl sebacate in nitrogen which
agreed well with the data of Swift (54) and Okada et al (59)
including the limits of particle size versus boiler
temperature and particle size versus nuclei concentration.
Bowes (65) modified a version of the Sinclair-LaMer generator
by replacing the heater "box" with thermally controlled
heating jackets fitted around the 2 liter boiler and reheater
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flasks. The crossover tube was also heated, and this
arrangement eliminated a great deal of vapour wall loss,
enhancing larger particle size production and aerosol
stability. Uranine die was used as the nuclei, generated from
an ultrasonic nebulization of an aqueous solution.
The performance of selected Sinclair-LaMer generators and
various hybrids of this device as well as other aerosol
generators reviewed here are shown in Table 2.3. These
references were selected because a great deal of physical data
was given which could be analyzed later for condenser tube
optimization calculations.
2.5.2	 PRODI AEROSOL GENERATOR
Prodi (66) succeeded in making solid monodisperse particles of
paraffin wax and carnauba wax with a device (Figure (2.4)) in
which sodium chloride nuclei produced via atomization with
nitrogen (B) were bubbled through melted wax in a constant
temperature boiler (D). The .22 to 2.2 micrometer diameter
particles were regulated by bubbler flow, boiler temperature
and vapour flow dilution. The vapour flow was routed into a
vertical reheater-condenser tube which improved the
monodispersity. Typical performance is shown in Table 2.3.
The monodispersity (GSD between 1.02 to 1.13) is quite
remarkable considering that both paraffin wax and carnauba wax
are mixtures of compounds, not pure compounds. This
contradicts Fuchs and Sutugin (21) who state that
monodispersity is very much impaired when using condensates of
C52
A	 C.P. nitrogen
B	 Collison generator
C	 Desiccator
D Thermostated bath
E	 Reheater
F	 250 Watt heating tape
FIGURE 2.4	 PRODI AEROSOL GENERATOR
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low purity. However, there is no reason why mixtures of
higher molecular weight substances with like boiling points
and low vapour diffusion coefficients should not condense
uniformly as if they were a pure substance.
A version of the Prodi generator has been used to produce
monodisperse water droplet of diameters between 1.6 to 5.4
micrometers as shown in Prodi and Prodi (67).
A commercial version of this aerosol generator exists under
the brand name of MAGE, manufactured by Lavoro E Ambiente in
Italy. From the product literature, the upper limit for solid
particle diameter of 2 micrometers is indicative of condensate
wall loss from too small a condenser tube and/or not enough of
a nuclei to vapor condensate ratio to maintain a high
concentration and monodispersity at the same time. This is
not an uncommon problem when included with most of the
literature from the Sinclair-LaMer generator from which the
chosen condenser tube diameter of this ambient-air cooled
condenser design derives.
2.5.3	 FALLING FILM AEROSOL GENERATOR
Nicolaon et al (68) and Kerker et al (69) described an aerosol
generator operating under the same general principles as the
Sinclair-LaMer generator, but with much better stability and
reproducibility. The falling film generator, as shown in
Figure 2.5, has a boiler and a reheater on a single vertical
glass tube immersed in a hot oil bath. Furnace sublimated
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sodium chloride nuclei-laden helium enters the boiler section
(D) in fully developed flow, is saturated with vapour passing
through the boiler (I), exits at the end of the evaporator
tube and enters a cooled condenser section (not shown). The
liquid to be vaporized is fed into the boiler from a reservoir
of a fixed head or height of the liquid (B), flows down the
inside wall of the boiler tube from a fixed gap (J) as a thin
film traveling at the same speed as the carrier gas maximum
velocity. The liquid is then recycled back to the reservoir.
Since the liquid residence time is short, decomposition is
minimized. The vaporization zone dynamic conditions are well
defined, but care must be taken in the control of the liquid
flow and the maintenance of the vertical attitude of the tube.
Shahriari et al (70) simplified the generator by the use of
saturated blotting paper in place of the falling film,
eliminating the need for a recirculation pump, which they also
claimed improved the reproducibility of the aerosol.
Included in Table 2.3 are three condensate materials which
have been successfully generated into monodisperse particles
in the falling film generator. Helium carrier gas was chosen
for its inert nature, and it was later suggested by Davis and
Liao (31) to be of significant value because of its very high
thermal conductivity even though helium diffusion coefficients
are much higher than those in air at comparable temperatures
(see Table 2.2).
(D)
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--R
4 	 HOT
OIL
FIGURE 2 . 5	 FALLING FILM AEROSOL GENERATOR
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The applied theoretical analyses of Davis and Nicolaon (71) on
the vaporizer section, of Davis and Liao (31) on the condenser
section, and of Liao (34) in his Ph.D. thesis on a rigorous
mathematical analysis on the condenser section give a wealth
of information on the workings of the falling film generator
and all tubular aerosol condenser sections. The parabolic
nature of the condensation isoline in the condenser tube has
been studied in great detail.
Nicolaon et al (72) studied the effect of a reheater section
addition downstream of the condenser tube. The reevaporation
of the aerosol and subsequent recondensation greatly improved
monodispersity: GSD improved from 1.17 to 1.08. Samples were
taken from the center of the parabolic condensation profile
(after Liu et al (73)) and were more monodisperse than samples
taken from the sides. The aerosol parabolic condensation
profile almost exactly fit a numerically generated heat
transfer temperature profile calculated at the same dynamic
conditions. Aerosol sampling downstream of the condensation
zone showed that the particles were fully condensed .3 seconds
(approximately 2 cm) from the initiation of condensation and
had obtained 94% of their diameter within the first .1 seconds
(.66 cm) after condensation initiation.
Nicolaon and Kerker (74) further studied that as rates of
cooling increase, supersaturation increases and smaller,
previously inactive nuclei of a polydisperse nuclei
distribution become active, reducing the end product aerosol
particle size. Liao (44) suggested that higher cooling rates
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produce a more monodisperse aerosol, agreeing with the
observations of Nicolaon and Kerker (74).
2.5.4	 0127 "HOT DOP" AEROSOL GENERATOR
The Air Techniques Incorporated Q127 Aerosol Generator has
been in use for over thirty years as a particulate source for
filter testing. An illustration is not shown here because of
its complexity, but it is similar to the Sinclair-LaMer
generator in that hot filtered air enters a cannister holding
a pool of hot dioctyl phthalate liquid. No reheater or nuclei
source exists. The vapour-laden air passes to a pipe junction
where it is mixed with temperature controlled cool diluent air
and becomes supersaturated. Homogeneous nucleation results
and the end product is an aerosol of diameter between .24 and
.28 micrometers with GSD less than 1.2 as reported by Hinds et
al (75). Because of the use of air as the carrier gas,
dioctyl phthalate thermal decomposition in the boiler can
significantly widen the GSD over a period of time and throw
off the calibration of the single angle (90 0) polarization
ratio particle sizer (OWL). Hinds et al (75) showed that
particle size was adjustable from .205 to .3 micrometers by
changing the diluent air temperature. Gerber (76) studied
polyethylene glycols as alternative materials to dioctyl
phthalate. Pentaethylene glycol was shown to perform most
like dioctyl phthalate for U.S. military concentration and
particle size requirements since it matches the dioctyl
phthalate vapour pressure relationship very well.
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2.5.5	 TU SINGLE STAGE CONDENSATION AEROSOL GENERATOR
Tu (77) described a simple single stage condensation aerosol
generator as shown in Figure 2.6. Nuclei-laden "driving" gas
enters a sample boat containing the hot aerosol liquid or
melted solid and exhausts into a heated horizontal glass tube.
More of the carrier gas-nuclei mixture enters upstream of the
sample boat and, combining with the vapour flow, moves down
the tube into an insulated, but unheated condenser section.
The mixture is slowly cooled, condensation takes place and the
aerosol enters the dilution chamber where it is mixed with
clean, filtered air. Only a small, replaceable amount of
aerosol source material is used (15g), so that decomposition
is avoided.
Particles have been made of carnauba wax, stearic acid and
many other organics. An example is given in Table 2.3.
Diameters have been produced between .1 and 2 micrometers with
GSD between 1.06 and 1.18.
The condenser heat transfer is horizontal mixed convection
with the majority being free convection. The face velocity is
very low. The temperature profile in the condenser is
controlled by the insulation, and just after the condensation
is complete the aerosol exits and is diluted. The insulation
is very important, for without it a sharp drop in the
temperature profile would greatly decrease monodispersity.
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FIGURE 2.6	 TU SINGLE STAGE CONDENSATION
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Changes in particle size in this generator are a balance of
vaporizer temperature, carrier and driving gas flow balances
and nuclei concentration.
2.5.6	 KOGAN-BURNASHEVA AEROSOL GENERATOR
Kogan and Burnasheva (78) described a mixer aerosol generator
(often called the KUST apparatus) in which a cold gas-nuclei
mixture (C) and a hot, vapour-laden gas from (A) flow together
into a mixing nozzle (B) as shown in Figure 2.7. The hot gas
passes through porous grains of silica gel (A), impregnated
with the liquid to be vaporized. Particles grow by
condensation downstream of the nozzle.
In the absence of nuclei, condensation occurs only at the
walls, but with nuclei present monodisperse aerosols can be
created. The degree of supersaturation of the mixture depends
on the liquid material, flow conditions, vaporizer
temperature, nuclei concentration and mixing gap width.
Nuclei less than .01 micrometers of turbine oil, dioctyl
phthalate and sodium chloride have been used with success.
Fuchs and Sutugin (79) reported with this apparatus dibutyl
phthalate aerosols of diameters between 1 to 2 micrometers,
GSD between 1.06 to 1.12 for nuclei concentrations less than
10 4 particles/cm3 . The mean particle diameter was independent
of nuclei concentration below 10 3 particles/cm3 because of
high vapour wall losses.
FIGURE 2 . 7	 KOGAN-BURNASHEVA (KUST)
AEROSOL GENERATOR
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Sutugin (80) showed the usefulness of this device in preparing
monodisperse dioctyl sebacate aerosols of diameters from .006
to .06 micrometers nucleated by .0034 micrometers monodisperse
sodium chloride.
2.5.7	 RAPAPORT AND WEINSTOCK AEROSOL GENERATOR
The continuous flow condensation aerosol generators reviewed
up to this section (excepting the Q127 "Hot DOP" Aerosol
generator) have employed the use of an external nuclei source.
The bubbling of liquid in the Sinclair-LaMer generator and the
bubbling of melted wax in the Prodi (66) generator are
nebulization processes creating spray particles which when
evaporated leave behind residual impurities which form nuclei.
The use of a nebulizer or atomizer as the source of
polydisperse particles to be evaporated and subsequently
condensed into monodisperse particles was first reported by
Rapaport and Weinstock (81). The apparatus, as shown in
Figure 2.8, was very simple when compared to the
Sinclair-LaMer generator. A nebulizer (A) creates a spray
aerosol which flows up a tube to a heated evaporation section
(B) where the particles evaporate. The particles condense in
the condenser chimney (C) into a monodisperse aerosol. The
aerosols were reported to be formed by "homogeneous"
condensation, but the reported diameters of .92 to 1.2
micrometers are more indicative of nucleated aerosols.
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FIGURE 2 . 8
	 RAPAPORT—WEINSTOCK AEROSOL
GENERATOR
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One of the obvious advantages of the system was its
"instant-on" vapour source and 1/2 hour quick warm-up. The
residence time of the material in the evaporator is small, and
thermal decomposition is almost eliminated, an advantage over
generators with heated pool reservoirs.
Lassen (82) showed that by placing glass wool plugs of two
centimeters thickness into the tube just downstream of the
evaporator, particles of 1.2 micrometer diameter resulted
where without the glass wool, .8 micrometer particles were
formed. This was taken as proof that residual nuclei left
after spray droplet evaporation were present. The distance
between a baffle screen and the nebulizer when varied removed
larger spray particles and changed the vapour mass
concentration without an appreciable change in nuclei
concentration. In this way, particle diameter was varied from
.3 to 1.4 micrometers without changing the evaporator
temperature with only one change to the atomizer pressure.
Preining (83) showed a version of the Lassen (82) generator
with an adjustable impactor plate located at the nozzle.
Berner and Preining (84) reported that the nuclei left after
evaporation were the result of the degree of purity of the
liquid. Purer liquids gave polydisperse aerosols, probably as
a result of homogeneous nucleation. The addition to the
liquid solution of a substance of high boiling point
(anthracene) provided a controlled impurity (.01 percent by
65
weight) from which nuclei of a controlled size could be
formed.
Liu et al (73), and later Tomaides et al (86), discussed a
greatly refined design of the Rapaport-Weinstock style of
aerosol generator. As shown in Figure 2.9, a single
orifice-Collison nebulizer (British Standard 2577 (87)) was
fed with purified air to provide a stable polydisperse
aerosol. Orifice flowmeters carefully monitored flowrates. A
fine mesh screen provided uniform, laminar aerosol flow down
into an evaporator section and finally to the condenser tube
where the aerosol formed.
Since it was found that the monodispersity in the center of
the condenser flow profile w4s much better than that of the
total flow (GSD of 1.15 compared to 1.35), only the central
portion of the tube flow was extracted for use. The
temperature of the evaporator section was regulated by a
controlled voltage applied to a heating tape. In the Tomaides
et al (86) version, a shield was placed around the
evaporator-condenser section to help stabilize the tube wall
temperature.
In an experiment with dioctyl phthalate, the evaporator
temperature was incrementally increased, and subsequently the
aerosol mean diameter increased and decreased again, while GSD
decreased and then increased again. This indicated three
regions: low temperatures where the polydisperse aerosol is
incompletely evaporated, mid-temperatures where the liquid is
66
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completely vaporized, and high temperatures where the loss of
nuclei due to coagulation becomes critical and the nuclei-wall
vapour competition relationship becomes unstable. Reducing
the total flow greatly improved monodispersity. An
electrostatic charge neutralizer was also added, since the
spray particles were found to have a significant bipolar
electrostatic charge.
By diluting the liquid in the nebulizer with a high vapour
pressure liquid (alcohol), Liu et al (73) were able to
generate aerosols of diameters from .036 to 1.3 micrometers
with GSD from 1.5 to 1.14 respectively. In Tomaides (86),
anthracene was added to the liquid as the impurity and the
quality of the aerosol was unchanged when the anthracene mass
to feed liquid volume ratio was varied from .1 g/liter to 1
g/liter (approximately .01 to .1 percent volume ratios).
Liu and Lee (89) showed that the stability of this type of
aerosol generator is greatly affected by the stability of the
nebulizer. They presented a nebulizer incorporating a
precision orifice nozzle with a fixed impactor plate. Excess
impactor-captured liquid was allowed to drain off. Constant
fresh liquid feed was provided by a syringe pump. The aerosol
generator concentration output fluctuated 5 percent over a 60
minute period, while a collision nebulizer alone varied over
250 percent in 60 minutes. This greatly improved polydisperse
aerosol stability gave the condensation aerosol generator a
nearly constant vapour and nuclei ratio over a long time
period.
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A. D. Little (90) experimented with several versions of the
Rapaport-Weinstock generator in an effort to duplicate the
aerosol produced by the Q127 "Hot DOP" Aerosol generator. As
shown in Figure 2.10, a nebulized polydisperse aerosol is fed
to an adjustable impactor plate which controls the aerosol
mass concentration. The aerosol flows up through an
evaporator packed with steel wool to enhance heat transfer,
and finally enters an upflow condenser tube.
The 43 liters/minute volume airflow output of this generator
is the highest published for a Rapaport-Weinstock generator.
Typical performance of this and three other Rapaport-Weinstock
generators are shown in Table 2.3 for dioctyl phthalate
aerosols. The severe restrictions placed on the volume flow
and mass concentration of this design by the U.S. military
specification required "theoretical" Q127 performance yielded
a .3 micrometer mean diameter with GSD between 1.13 and 1.16.
The original goal of GSD at 1.10 could only be achieved at
flowrates less than 10 liters/minute, and any increase in
flowrate or concentration increased polydispersity.
Soderholm et al (91) evaluated the output of the A. D. Little
(90) generator using a variety of materials: dioctyl
phthalate, pentaethylene glycol, tetraethylene glycol
dipropionate and oleic acid. No decomposition products as
monitored by gas chromatography and mass spectrometry
techniques were found at different evaporator temperatures
selected to give GSD < 1.3, except in the case of
tetraethylene glycoldipropionate.
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2.6 CONDENSER TUBE PARAMETERS AND CONDITIONS FOR
MONODISPERSITY
From an examination of the materials in Table 2.1, it can be
seen that a remarkably wide variety of materials can be used
to produce condensation aerosols. Geometric standard
deviations of less than 1.2 have been achieved with most of
these materials even though their physical characteristics
such as diffusion coefficients and vapour pressure-temperature
relationships are dissimilar. Three different carrier gases,
Air, N2 , and He have been used with success.
Some of the articles cited have described the physical and
dynamic conditions for their condenser sections. It can be
surmised that the researchers did their best to adjust each
apparatus to obtain the best monodispersity, although some
optimizations were obviously hampered by geometric
constrictions. The balance and stability of vapour and nuclei
concentrations are very important, but to a great extent
optimized monodispersity results from a dynamically optimized
condenser section.
Muir (49) showed that the condensation profiles in a downflow
condenser tube changed with different flowrates as shown in
Figure 2.11. Stahlhofen et al (64) also showed similar
profile differences by changing both tube diameter and airflow
as shown in Figure 2.12. The increasing distortion of the
parabolic flow profile with decreasing airflow and/or
increasing tube diameter is caused by the superposition of
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laminar forced convection down the tube onto the free
convection buoyancy of the gas in the tube. Whether in
vertical upflow or downflow, the degree of distortion of the
profiles is indicative of the degree of mixed convection.
The dimensionless ratio of the buoyancy forces to the shear
forces in vertical tube fluid heat transfer is the Grashof
number (Gr):
38 g RT AT
Gr - 	 	 (2.31)
v
2
 Tave
where:
	
g = gravitational constant
AT = To - Tw
(To + Tw)/2Tave =
When Gr is combined with the Prandtl number, a quantity call
the Rayleigh number (Ra = GrPr) is formed which represents the
ratio of the forces due to buoyancy and inertia to the forces
due to viscosity and thermal diffusion. The major effect of
the buoyancy force is to alter the velocity and temperature
flow fields and thus the condensation isoline profile in a
condenser tube. GrPr is the relative dimensionless group
indicating the conditions (laminar, turbulent) of free
convective flow.
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The situation of free, forced and mixed convention regimes for
flow through vertical tubes with either uniform heat flux or
uniform wall temperature was condensed from many experiments
in the literature into a graphical summary by Metals and
Eckert (92) from which the chart in Figure 2.13 is derived.
The Reynolds number is on the ordinate and the product of the
Grashof number, the Prandtl number and the tube diameter to
length ratio is on the abscissa. The chart is valid both for
upflow (aiding flow) or downflow (opposing flow) in vertical
tubes. Regions of forced convection, mixed convection and
free convection are identified in laminar, transition and
turbulent flows.
Condenser tube dimensional and dynamic parameters which were
available from the literature were used to calculate a series
of dimensionless numbers which should represent the optimized
conditions for monodispersity, as shown in Table 2.4 from
Japuntich et al (161). This data is representative of 17
vertical condenser tube systems (9 upflow, 8 downflow), 7
different condensate materials, and 3 different carrier gases.
In cases where parameters were lacking, the data was
conservatively surmised and is labeled with an asterisk (*).
From Japuntich et al (161), a graphical summary of the Re and
GrPr(2RT/L) parameters from Table 2.4 is shown in Figure 2.13,
and it can be seen that the conditions for monodispersity
occur in the mixed convection laminar flow region. A
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PLOTS OF RESULTS OF CONDENSER TUBE ANALYSES FROM 17
CONDENSATION AEROSOL GENERATORS.
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regression line was fitted to the data (correlation
coefficient = .744) which falls in the middle of this zone:
in (Re) = .75 in (GrPr 2RT/L) - 1.32	 (2.32)
There is no theoretical basis for a linear regression,
however, it is of interest to have the average relationship
for comparisons. Also, much of the data represents conditions
which, because of specified constraints of dynamic conditions
and the lack of sophisticated particle sizing equipment were
probably not completed optimized.
Observations may be drawn from an analysis of Figure 2.13.
The transition boundary from laminar to turbulent flow in
mixed convection should limit condenser Reynolds numbers to
not much higher than 2000.
The helium data lies in a region which should elicit
condensation profiles which are not parabolic, like those in
Figure 2.11(B). However, information from the referenced
articles shows that the actual profiles are well formed,
parabolic and also fit numerically generated temperature
profiles very well. One explanation of this is that helium
has greater heat transfer characteristics than nitrogen and
air. Another explanation is that the boundaries on the chart
are general, and different fluids might have different
boundaries. An examination of the heavier molecular weight
condensates in Table 2.4 shows also that the Lewis (Le)
numbers, which are the ratios of mass diffusivity to thermal
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diffusivity, are for helium between .08 to .10, while for air
and nitrogen are between .16 to .20. Glycerol in helium,
because of its higher vapour diffusivity, has a higher Le at
.18. It is quite possible that each carrier gas has distinct
boundaries of monodispersity optimization, and, in general, if
Le is greater than .2, monodispersity appears to be difficult
to achieve.
Liao (44) concluded that monodispersity is optimized when the
radial diffusion of vapour is minimized. For a fixed
condenser tube radius, this optimization can be achieved by
reducing the carrier gas flow, which makes the flow profile
more shallow. However, if the flow is reduced too much, the
buoyant forces will deleteriously affect the flow field. The
optimum condition for monodispersity in a condenser tube is
the balance of the free and forced convective forces which
gives the most shallow, least distorted profile.
An example of the usefulness of the curve-fit relationship
derived from Figure 2.11 is a summary of two monodispersity
optimizations. A. D. Little (90) found that by turning down
the airflow, the aerosol GSD reduced from between 1.13 to 1.16
down to below 1.10. This change in parameters can be seen in
Figure 2.14 as a move from the single dot to the circled dot.
Stahlhofen et al (64) did a sophisticated search for optimized
monodispersity at different condenser tube radii and carrier
gas flows as shown previously in Figure 2.12. When these
conditions are plotted as crosses in Figure 2.14, it can be
seen that this study crossed the regime boundaries in a
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matrix, optimizing on the circled cross. Both of these
optimizations occur in mid-range, laminar mixed convection
flow.
The data from Table 2.4 can also be plotted as Re versus GrPr
as shown in Figure 2.15. A linear regression yielded a line
with a correlation coefficient of .772:
in (Re) = .624 in (GrPr) - 2.53	 (2.33)
If a certain Re is chosen, then the corresponding GrPr may be
found, and for a chosen T and Tave, the tube radius may be
derived from Gr. The corresponding tube average velocity may
then be derived from the tube radius and Re. In this fashion,
a condenser tube system which dimensionally and dynamically
meets the criteria of mixed convection-laminar flow may be
optimized previous to aerosol generator construction. After
construction, dynamic parameters may then be systemically
changed about the chosen starting point to adjust for the
ultimate system monodispersity.
2.7 SUMMARY
A. Many different materials may be used to produce
monodisperse condensation aerosols. The most successful
have low diffusion coefficients and when vaporized in the
carrier gases analyzed have condenser Lewis numbers less
than .20.
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B. The stability of the nuclei and the vapour sources is of
prime concern in the stability and reproducibility of
particle diameter. Below approximately 10 5 nuclei/m3,
the particle diameter can become independent of the
nuclei concentration, a result of competition between
vapour loss to particle growth and to the condenser
walls, and particle size is then dependent only on the
original vapour concentration. Condenser tube wall
surface area to vapour wall loss has not been considered
in the literature.
C. In general, the purity of the condensate material is
of importance only with materials of low to medium
diffusion coefficients. Material mixtures with
very low average diffusion coefficients such as carnauba
wax and paraffin oil can produce very monodisperse
aerosols. It is very difficult to use the
condensation systems reviewed here to produce monosize
particles of vapours with high diffusion coefficients.
D. Post-condenser reheating and recondensation greatly
improves monodispersity.
E. Nuclei coagulation loss in evaporators and reheaters as a
stability problem has not been suitably covered in the
literature.
F. Filtration of the hot nuclei-vapour mixture previous to
condensation is an effective method in particle size
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control.
G. Monodispersity is very much dependent on the condenser
tube flow field and temperature field which can be varied
and optimized by a balance of Re and GrPr (2R/L) for the
given conditions of the system.
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CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN OF A HIGH MASS CONCENTRATION, 
SOLID PARTICLE AEROSOL GENERATOR
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In order to study the effects of solid particle loading on
fibrous filters, a number of criteria exist for the selection
of an aerosol challenge production system. It is one of the
main assumptions of this study that loading filters with
discrete, mono-size solid particles of a chosen range of
diameters rather than a polydisperse distribution will better
elucidate some of the fundamentals of filter clogging. Such a
monodisperse particle delivery system would have to maintain a
continuous mass challenge of high concentration for an
acceptable period of time to keep the clogging test
variability low and the time for test completion short. For
example, it is not unusual for filter loading studies reported
in the literature using monodisperse latex spheres generated
from an aqueous spray to take weeks to complete because of low
mass concentrations. This is clearly unacceptable if a great
number of tests are to be run. Present aerosol generators are
inadequate to this task in that they all have problems with
long term stability, particle diameter selectivity and high
concentration performance.
The specifications for an aerosol generator are based on the
needs of the filter test system. The filter clogging test
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system designed for use in this research was chosen to use a
flat filter holder giving a face area of 153.3 cm 2 challenged
with a face velocity of 10 cm/s. The average filter
penetration and pressure drop is be recorded at one minute
intervals. The choice of a goal of an interval mass load of
10 mg per minute necessitates a mass concentration of 100
mg/m3 delivered at a volume airflow of greater than 92 lpm. A
filter test with a total mass challenge of 400 mg, more than
enough to form a filter cake on medium efficiency filter
paper, takes 40 minutes to complete.
The choice of 153.3 cm 2 filter face area, rather than a
smaller area is based on the stipulations in the ASTM F1215-89
Standard Method for Determining the Initial Efficiency of a
flatsheet Filter Medium in an Airflow Using Latex Spheres.
These stipulations relate the upstream to downstream volume
sampling rates to the duct volume airflow (not less than 10%
of the total volume flow), and, as such, restrict the cross-
sectional area of the duct to larger areas for sampling flow
rates high enough to minimize larger particle settling in the
sampling tubes. As a point of interest, most of the filter
material manufacturer literature is based upon at least a 100
cm2 filter face area. Larger filter face areas also reduce
the ratio of mass challenge to wall loss, provide a uniform
aerosol challenge velocity profile, and allow for the loading
of an filter face area which is more indicative of an actual
filter device filter area.
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Present condensation aerosol generators as shown in Table 2.3
can deliver a maximum liquid aerosol mass concentration of
around 500 mg/m3
 at no greater than 3 lpm, which when mixed
with dilution air in order to achieve 92 lpm would only give a
test concentration of 16.3 mg/m3 . Clearly, a new aerosol
generator design which gives a higher mass per time output
would be necessary in order to achieve the above goal of a
test challenge concentration of 100 mg/m3 , either by a higher
concentration or higher volume flow output, with the expressed
goal of reducing test time and, therefore, inherent test
variables which increase with time.
Finally, as part of the goals for this study, the challenge
particle diameter sizes for the loading tests have been chosen
to be in the interception/inertial impaction particle
filtration capture regime of 1 to 5 micrometers. Added to
this goal is the stipulation of monodispersity, defined as a
particle size distribution with a geometric standard deviation
of less than 1.25. Another wish is that the intervals between
the discrete particle challenges should be logarithmic
intervals which are easily achieved by some method other than
the careful dilution of the carrier gas-nuclei concentration.
The response of filtration parameters to particle diameter is
always plotted with the particle diameter on a log scale, and
log-intervals give equal spacing on that scale. Both particle
penetration and pressure drop, when plotted against the mass
loading, should give evenly separated curves with logarithmic
particle size intervals.
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3.2 AEROSOL GENERATOR
The Rapaport and Weinstock aerosol generator was chosen as the
archetype for a new aerosol generator design, since the nuclei
production, vapour generation and vapour-nuclei mixing are all
included in the nebulizing section. In the case of Liu et al
(73), the spray solution could be diluted to give smaller
particle selections than the 1.8 micrometer maximum size
obtained by using undiluted material. In this case, however,
the particle diameter will be chosen by varying the ratio of
the vapour concentration to the nuclei concentration, which
will be selectively altered by the hot filtration of the
vapour-nuclei mixture after the evaporation section. In this
way the particle size may be varied quickly according to
Equation 2.29 without changing temperatures or airflows which
tend to upset any thermodynamically based process.
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the components of such a
continuous flow condensation aerosol generator for solid
particles. The entire generator is shielded from changes in
the room temperature by placement in an oven at constant
conditions. The oven temperature is hot enough to maintain
the condensate-impurity mixture in a liquid state so that it
can be nebulized into droplets, evaporated, hot filtered for
the vapour-nuclei concentration ratio choice of particle
diameter, condensed and then quenched into a solid aerosol
challenge with cool dilution air.
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Figure 3.1	 Schematic of a Continuous Flow Solid Particle
Condensation Aerosol Generator
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The results of the research and development to achieve the
above goals is the aerosol generator shown in Figure 3.2. The
system has the same basic configuration as the schematic in
Figure 3.1, and will be discussed according to this format. A
discussion of the calibration of flows, temperatures and
particle sizing instrumentation is included in Appendix A.
3.3 AEROSOL GENERATOR COMPONENTS
3.3.1	 CONDENSATE MATERIAL
The condensate materials shown in Table 2.1 are mostly liquids
with the exception of the fatty acids and a few other
materials which may create a health hazard. The fatty acids
have specific gravities which decrease as the molecular
weights increase. If a unit specific gravity is wanted, as is
often the case in aerosol research, the closest solid material
choice of a fatty acid is stearic acid with density of
.85 g/cc. Stearic acid is also readily available in a very
pure form and is non-toxic. The only problem with fatty acids
is that they have a low thermal conductivity and need to be
chilled quickly in droplet form or the particles will grow
into non-spherical crystalline structures. The dilution air
in this system was found to be adequate to freeze the
particles into amorphous spheres, but even with this, after 12
or more hours the spheres began to change into non-spherical
particles (faster at higher temperatures). This also caused a
problem with scanning electron microscope photos, since the
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preparation of the samples involves thermal heating, which
changes the particle shape.
Stearic acid was obtained in purities of 95%, 97% and 99+%
from a number of sources. Monodispersity was unaffected for
purities above 97%, and good performance was found in the
inexpensive 25 pound bags of HYSTRENE 9718 from Humko Chemical
Division, Witco Corp.,Memphis, TN, USA.
Carnauba wax did not perform as well as in Prodi (66). In
this generator design the mixture of waxes that make up the
carnauba wax would not give a monodisperse aerosol.
Searches for other condensate materials also yielded
cholesterol as a possibility, since it is as inexpensive as
stearic acid and is also available in a highly refined form
from Aldrich Chemical, Inc., Milwaukee, WI, USA. With a
molecular weight of 386.64, the vapour diffusion behavior is
similar to other successfully used condensates, and its
specific gravity is 1.067, almost unit density. The drawbacks
of cholesterol are its high melting and boiling points at
148.5 and 360 degrees centigrade, respectively, and the fact
that it degrades at temperatures around its boiling point,
even in nitrogen. In fact, when experiments were conducted
using cholesterol, the melt in the nebulizer turned brown with
time, indicating degradation instabilities even at
temperatures around its melting point.
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With the choice of stearic acid and cholesterol as condensate
candidates, suitable materials were investigated to provide
the condensation nuclei after evaporation of the melt spray.
The anthracene used in Tomaides et al (86) is carcinogenic and
is therefore unsuitable. Although caffiene was used with
success as a nuclei material at room temperatures for dioctyl
phthalate, it is unsuitable for use at high temperatures. One
of the problems in the choice of the nuclei material is that
it should have a much higher boiling point than the condensate
material. There are not many organic materials with boiling
points higher than that of cholesterol.
A search of antioxidants used for stabilizing polymers during
extrusion and for retarding thermal degradation in oils used
in fat frying yielded Irganox 1010 as a high molecular weight,
thermally stable antioxidant for uses above 300 degrees
Centigrade. Irganox 1010 worked very well for stearic acid as
a nuclei material. Irganox 1010 also worked well for
cholesterol initially, but after a short time the
monodispersity of the particles degraded. The use of low
molecular weight polypropylene for cholesterol yielded the
same effect: good initial results with slowly increasing
particle diameter geometric standard deviation with time as
shown in Figure 3.3. Cholesterol was eventually rejected as
an aerosol material for this reason as well as for the very
high temperatures needed for evaporation and condensation
which caused problems with the seals, materials and stability
of the basic aerosol generator construction.
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The mass ratio of the condensate to the Irganox 1010 gives the
nuclei particle diameter if the nebulizer condensate material
spray particle diameter is measured. As mentioned in Chapter
2, the nuclei diameter must be less than the mean free path of
the carrier gas at the temperature of the condensation front,
so a maximum percent nuclei material in the condensate melt
exists for the carrier gas conditions at the condensation
front. For a measured stearic acid mean spray particle
diameter of 0.4 micrometers, a mass concentration ratio of
0.032% Irganox should give an acceptable mean nuclei diameter
of about 0.023 micrometers by Equation 3.1:
1	 1
/ 	 Pp 	 (  mass of nuclei material 	 Vi
. = d k 
Pnuclei
ndnuclei	 mass of condensate material I
(3.1)
3.3.2	 NEBULIZER
Most nebulizers are used with aqueous solutions at room
temperature. The majority are made of plastic and are
unsuitable for higher temperature applications. However,the
Collison nebulizer, used for sodium chloride solution spraying
to provide sub-micrometer aerosols for filter testing in
British Standard 2984, is available commercially in stainless
steel in three or six jets with removable liquid reservoir
glass jars.
The information on the mass output performance of the Collison
nebulizer with dioctyl phthalate at room temperature shows
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much less concentration than that which is achievable at
higher temperatures. Tests run at 170 °C on the output of a
6-jet nebulizer without an impactor installed gave cholesterol
mass concentrations in excess of 6000 mg/m3 with geometric
mean particle diameters of around 0.4 micrometers as measured
on a TSI DMPS. This high concentration is attributed to great
increases in the recirculation through the spray system as a
result of the decrease in melt liquid viscosity at higher
temperatures. However, this is much too high of a
concentration to expect a condensation aerosol generator to
handle even if it has enough power to evaporate the particles,
because the condensation will result in coagulation.
Figure 3.4 shows an impactor design which, when the jet-nozzle
is removed, may be slipped onto the gas inlet pipe on the
Collison nebulizer. When the jet-nozzle is replaced, the
impactor fits over the spray jets, reducing the mass
concentration and tightening the nebulizer output
distribution. Experiments at a 362 01‹ oven temperature with
the heaters on the evaporator and condenser turned off gave a
3980 mg/m 3 concentration of stearic acid particles measured by
two methods:
GEOMETRIC	 GEOMETRIC
MEAN	 STANDARD DEVIATION
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	 1.77
0.46gm	 1.50
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Figure 3.4	 Impactor Design for a Collison Nebulizer
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The normally encountered reduction in nebulizer concentration
output with a reduction in reservoir liquid level was not a
problem at these temperatures with these materials. The level
could drop more than a centimeter without a significant change
in either particle diameter or mass concentration.
3.3.3
	 PRIMARY EVAPORATOR
The aerosol produced by the nebulizer is evaporated in the
primary condenser, a glass tube with a 2.54 cm inner diameter,
58.5 cm long. To aid in the heat transfer to evaporate the
high concentrations of the nebulizer output particles
uniformly, the entire tube length was packed with aluminium
hex-core material with a hex-cell dimension of 1/8 inch.made
by American Cyanamid Company, Havre de Grace, MD, USA. The
entire tube length was wrapped with Thermolyne Corporation
flexible heat tape rated at 418 watts at 120 VAC. In most
cases, the evaporator was run at just 90 VAC, since the system
was already in an oven hot enough to melt the condensate.
This assembly was wrapped with glass floss insulation material
(7 micrometer fibre diameter, 750 mg/sq.m. weight), and then
wrapped with glass cloth.
Included in the design, as seen in Figure 3.2 is a trap for
the particle spray material which is captured in the
evaporator, but not evaporated. This material tends to be
degraded and should never be allowed to drain back into the
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nebulizer, or the monodispersity of the generator final output
will be adversely affected.
3.3.4	 NUCLEI FILTRATION
The filter material used for the hot filtration of the nuclei
was AF-11 Plain fibreglass filter material made by Manville of
Defiance, OH, USA. It is a mat filter composed of fibre
diameters of about 5 micrometers at a basis weight of 62 g/m2.
Since at the temperatures necessary to evaporate cholesterol
the binder used in the medium degrades, the filter layers were
compressed and contained between two stainless steel screens.
This compression has little effect on filtration performance
in the diffusion regime of particle capture. The laminate was
insert-moulded with RTV630 Silicon Rubber made by General
Electric into the final filter assembly, a flexible cylinder
of 10 cm diameter, 3.5 cm high with a nuclei filter circular
face area of 44 cm 2 . This filter after installation directly
over the condenser tube inlet was clamped into the filter
housing by a hot plate mounted on a moving air cylinder for
easy replacement. The different filters were stored in an
oven at temperatures above the evaporator output temperature
for quick changing.
The silicon rubber material had a tendency to degrade with use
at the high temperatures needed to quickly evaporate the high
concentrations of the nebulizer particle output. The nuclei
filters needed to be replaced often because of cracks, etc.
Future solutions to this problem are to clamp the filters in
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metal fixtures, using the silicon rubber as a replaceable
gasket, install a longer evaporator which could operate at a
lower temperature, or to eliminate the silicon rubber and have
a system of permanently installed filters in metal holders
with hot switching valves.
The use of filters to change the nuclei-vapour ratio is
governed by Equation 2.29. The change in the base diameter
caused by the addition of a filter in the nuclei-vapour flow
to the new diameter can be related to the nuclei filter
penetration, Pn, by Equation 3.2, derived from the ratio of
Equation 2.29 at two particle diameters:
dP2 = dip 1
 ( Pn ) 3
	
(3.2)
where:
	 d = base diameterp1
d
P2 
= new diameter
P - `lzh - el g
If the two particle diameters with and without a filter
installed are measured, the nuclei filter penetration can be
calculated by Equation 3.2. Then, when multiple layers of the
filter material are used, the subsequent particle diameter may
be predicted.
Another useful relationship may be derived from a combination
of Equation 3.2 and the theoretical equation for penetration,
Equation 4.10 in Chapter 4:
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_	
= EXP)-(constant) (filter layers
vl
(3.3)
This may be reduced to:
do	Exp1_(c0ns3tant) (filter layers)
1-1
(3.4)
Equation 3.4 shows the exponential relationship of particle
diameter after nuclei filtration. With no filter in place,
the particle diameter is the basic product of the nebulization
and evaporation- condensation processes. The Equation 3.4
relationship is verified experimentally in Figure 3.5 for
stearic acid with an initial base particle aerodynamic
diameter of .685 micrometers. The filter penetration
calculated with Equation 3.2 is shown next to the data on the
plot. In most cases,the other parameters governing particle
size would be manipulated so that the initial particle
diameter would be greater than this to be able to extend the
potential range for larger diameters obtained with nuclei
filtration. The time to stabilize between filter changes is
usually about 15 minutes, depending on how much wall loss
equilibrium needs to be established (ex. greater for a jump
from a smaller diameter to a much larger diameter).
3.3.5	 CONDENSER
As seen in Figure 3.2 the condenser section is preceded by a
heating and flow straightening section. The glass tube
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containing both of these sections is 5 cm inner diameter and
110 cm in length. The first 36 cm is wrapped with Thermolyne
Corporation flexible heating tape rated at 836 watts at 120
VAC, usually run at 36 VAC. The entire tube is insulated in
the same manner as the evaporator section.
The heating and flow straightening section acts not only as a
transport pre-heater to the condenser, but also as a flow
field and heat field conditioner, creating a relatively flat
condensation front across the tube diameter, which produces
particles with geometric standard deviations less than 1.25 in
high concentrations. The three flow straighteners consist of
aluminium core material of 5.1 cm thickness and 1/8 inch hex-
cell dimension spaced 7.6 cm apart.
3.3.6	 DILUTION CONTROL
At the end of the aerosol generator system the particle output
is injected into a cool, filtered airflow which quenches the
particles into a solid. This is also the main source of
volume airflow for the filter test duct and is always above
110 lpm as opposed to the 5 to 8 lpm generator output. In
order to control the aerosol concentration in the duct,
another system was added by which a portion or the entire mass
concentration of the aerosol generator output may diverted and
removed by a vacuum created by a venturi flow inductor, a
system which may be run continuously with or without the ball
valve open. In this way the aerosol generator output can be
completely removed from the duct without disturbing either the
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particle production process or altering the duct test airflow
during filter testing.
3.4 EXPERIMENTS ON CONDENSER DESIGN
Of all of the aerosol generator components, the condenser was
the most difficult to design. A look at the aerosol generator
performance data in Table 2.3 shows that particle diameters
above 1.8 micrometers are rarely reported in the literature
except by older Sinclair-La Mer generator articles. Either
the need for larger particle sizes has not existed, or these
sizes have been difficult to generate with the previous
methods.
The first condenser design revolved around the use of multiple
stainless steel tubes of small inner diameter (0.5 cm). It
took over 50 tubes to arrive at a low enough Reynolds number
for the Grashof Number- Prandtl Number product fit to the
relationship in Figure 2.15 at a volume airflow of 7 lpm.
However, the condenser section was only 6.5 cm high, an
improvement over the long condensers previously used. The
heat transfer was accomplished with the use of hot, forced
air, which could be adjusted in temperature very quickly. It
was found, however, that the condensation wall loss was very
excessive, the particle size was not very monodisperse and the
particles were less than 0.5 micrometers diameter. This was
surprising since the same evaporator section input gave
monodisperse particles of 1.5 micrometer when fed into a long
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2.5 cm condenser tube. The poor performance was attributed to
the thermophoretic loss of nuclei near the walls. A clear
area with a thickness of about one or two millimeters is
always visible next to the walls in larger diameter glass
condensers of this type. Most of the small condenser tube
condensation flow volume was probably bereft of nuclei from
thermophoretic loss, giving poor heterogeneous condensation.
The next experimental glass condenser tube was designed with a
larger 5 cm diameter as suggested from Tu (77) , since it was
reported that particles over 2 micrometers were produced with
this system. It was also supposed that thermophoretic nuclei
wall loss could be minimized by the decrease in the volume
flowrate to wall area ratio afforded by a large diameter tube.
This glass tube was 110 cm long, but the first 36 cm was used
to pre- heat the nuclei filter output previous to
condensation. A glass jacket covered the condenser to allow
for the passage of hot air forced convection flow for heat
transfer control. It did not give monodisperse particles, and
an examination of the condensation front with a bright light
showed it to be very unstable, with eddy currents rotating
next to the condenser walls. However, the addition of
aluminium core 5.1 cm thick and 1/8 inch hex-cell dimension
just before the condensation front zone gave an almost flat
condensation front and dioctyl phthalate particles of 2.1
micrometers with a GSD of 1.21 at 7 lpm.
The aluminium core material is presumed to have two effects
when placed in the condenser tube. It acts as a flow
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straightener to give a relatively flat flow field at the
condensation front. Secondly, it also provides a radially
flat temperature profile if placed in a heating section just
previous to the condenser, since the aluminium is much more
heat conductive than the carrier gas and will equilibrate the
temperature radially from hot to cold zones. It was found
that at the temperatures used for cholesterol, that the
adhesive in the aluminium core degraded and the system had to
be run for a while to allow this material to dissipate.
When cholesterol was run in this system at the subsequent
higher temperatures with hot air forced convection heat
transfer in the condenser section, the geometric standard
deviation of the heterogeneous particles could not be brought
lower than 1.25 in a reproducible manner. Many optimizational
schemes were tried, but did not work. However, when the
forced air was turned off, the GSD dropped nicely to lower
than 1.24, indicating that a more passive cooling is
advantageous to the production of monodisperse particles.
This type of cooling in an insulated system means that both
the wall temperature and the carrier gas temperature vary down
the tube, and the temperature gradient is less than in a
forced convection cooling system. This should relate to lower
incremental Grashof Numbers traveling down the tube, and a
smaller "chimney effect" on the flow field.
The centerline and wall temperatures down the tube were
measured during condensation with a thermocouple probe facing
upstream on a slide at the tube centerline at the same
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distance from the condenser inlet as thermocouples at wall
locations under the insulation. Figure 3.6 shows the values
for the optimized conditions both for cholesterol and for
stearic acid. Figure 3.7 shows centerline and wall
temperature difference for these two conditions down the tube.
The inlet temperatures (To) for cholesterol and stearic acid
were 518°K and 442 °K, and the oven temperatures were 444°K
and 390 °K, respectively.
The temperature differences in Figure 3.7 are well below the
AT plug flow differences shown in Table 2.4 for other
generators. Perhaps it is this lower heat transfer gradient
that minimizes the thermophoretic loss of nuclei while
allowing the particles to grow uniformly. Also, many of the
condensers reviewed in Chapter 3 use free convection, which
should give the same sort of change in wall temperature down
the tubes, but not as gently as with an insulated condenser as
in this generator and with Tu (77).
3.5 SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
As stated earlier, experiments with cholesterol were not
successful because of the instabilities of the nuclei-
cholesterol mixture at the high temperatures necessary to run
it. When stearic acid was run, however, the GSD did not
change with time. However, when the nuclei filters were
installed and the condensate particle diameter was increased
from less than 1 micrometer to above 2.5 micrometers, very
small polydisperse homogeneous condensate particles of less
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than 0.15 micrometers were in evidence as shown in the lower
channels on the PMS LAS-X. This resultant bimodal
distribution of monodisperse larger particles and polydisperse
smaller particles was unacceptable. Often these smaller
particles were below the detection limits of both the TSI,
Inc. Aerodynamic Particle Sizer and the PMS LAS-X particle
counters. Thus, the results of other authors in the
literature on diameter monodispersity could be in error if the
aerosol sizing instrumentation used did not extend to these
very small particle sizes where a separate particle size
distribution may have existed.
The course of action decided upon was to simultaneously
measure the aerosol after careful dilution with the TSI, Inc.
Aerodynamic Particle Sizer for particles above 1 micrometer
and the TSI,Inc. Differential Mobility Analyzer for particles
below one micrometer, since both of these devices use modified
Stokes diameters as the measured quantities. The diameters of
both distributions were measured, as well as the number
concentrations. From this data the ratio of the mass
concentrations of the two distributions could be calculated.
The particle diameter results for the variation in the
diameter with changes in input nitrogen flow are shown in
Figure 3.8. The mean diameters change with respect to each
other, even though the large size is monodisperse and the
smaller size is polydisperse. This suggests that the flow
field has a pronounced effect on these nuisance particles.
Even though the regression lines could be extended to cross,
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the smaller particles disappeared as the flow was turned down.
It should be noted that the small particles produced above 8
lpm are below the lower detection limit of the PMS LAS-X, but
represent the highest mass concentrations of these particles,
as much as 10 percent of the total mass concentration.
Figure 3.8 showed the flow field to be important to the
condensate monodispersity. This suggested that a variation of
the relationship in Equation 2.33 of the Reynolds number to
the Grashof-Prantl number product from Japuntich et al (161)
could be used for monodispersity optimization using the ratio
of the masses of the two distributions. Figure 3.9 combines
experiments at different nitrogen flows and two oven
temperatures with the use of the ratio of the GrPr product to
the Re. The Gr was calculated using the wall temperature
measured at 30 cm from the condenser inlet, half the condenser
length, as the choice for Tw. The GrPr/Re ratio was chosen as
an experimental optimization tool rather than the Figure 2.15
regression as a matter of convenience. Since the tube
diameter is fixed in this calculation, GrPr/Re varies as a
function of Tw, To, and the nitrogen flow and becomes an
easily calculated parameter to monitor condenser conditions
during the particle production.
In Figure 3.9, when the mass ratio of the large particles to
the small particles was plotted against the GrPr/Re ratio,
conditions were found at both oven temperatures where the
homogeneous particles could be suppressed. In general, if the
GrPr/Re ratio is greater than 1000 for this generator, no
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measurable quantities of homogeneous condensates will exist
and the bimodality of the aerosol is suppressed. Also, the
optimization of this system was found to be below the
regression line for Re versus GrPr in Figure 2.15, suggesting
that the Equation 2.33 correlation is a good place to start,
but that further optimization is necessary for a chosen
generator.
3.6 VARYING THE PARTICLE DIAMETER
The diameter of stearic acid particles made with this system
may be varied by the changing of the number of stacked layers
of nuclei filter material. This provides a method of
obtaining logarithmic increments of particle diameter for
experimentation in the range of 1.0 to 5.0 micrometers
aerodynamic diameter. This is not to say that conditions
could not be produced whereby other ranges of particle
diameter could be made.
The system takes about 1 hour to warm up from a cold start,
but if the oven and heaters are left on, the time it takes for
a useful, stable aerosol is about 30 minutes after the
nebulizer is turned on. This is because at these very high
mass concentrations the vapour flow and the wall loss must be
given time to reach an equilibrium (the particle diameter
starts smaller and as the wall loss decreases, grows and
stabilizes at a larger diameter). However, after the
equilibrium has taken place, diameter stabilization after a
filter change takes less than 15 minutes.
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Nuclei filter changes may be taken as a gross particle size
adjustment, and fine adjustments to the diameter may be made
by altering the diffusion capture mechanisms of the nuclei
filter penetration by changing either the nitrogen flow
(changes filter face velocity) or by changing the percent
Irganox 1010 in the stearic acid melt (changes nuclei
diameter). In this way, particle diameter adjustments to
within a tenth of an aerodynamic particle diameter may be
made, and any diameter drift during filter testing can be
corrected.
In this system the changing of the particle diameter by hot
vapour-nuclei filtration is based on the base diameter (no
nuclei filter installed). While it is good to leave the base
diameter alone if at all possible, it too can be adjusted
within limits. If the condenser inlet temperature (To) is
increased, the wall loss is decreased, and the condensate
particle diameter increases. Unfortunately, the GSD also
increases with the added risk of homogeneous particle
production as the GrPr/Re product increases. An increase in
nitrogen flow has the same effect. Initial aerodynamic
diameters of 0.8 to 1.8 micrometers are possible with this
system, but for the filter loading studies the base particle
diameter was set to 0.8 micrometers aerodynamic diameter which
gave the necessary range of diameters from 1 to 5 micrometers
at mass concentration well above 1600 mg/m3 at 6 lpm.
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Figure 3.10 shows some typical examples of various sizes used
for filter testing as measured by the TSI,Inc. Aerodynamic
Particle Sizer. For the loading studies in Chapter Five, the
particle diameter was varied from 1.0 to 4.5 micrometers
aerodynamic diameter with the GSD<1.25. In order to verify
that coagulation was not occurring, microscope samples were
taken by electrostatic precipitation sampling, and the
particles were shown to be separate and unagglomerated and
matched the count aerodynamic diameters of the TSI,Inc.
Aerodynamic Particle Sizer measurements.
3.7 SUMMARY
A. An aerosol generator capable of meeting the filter test
challenge objectives of producing a monodisperse
challenge of 1 to 5 micrometers in very high mass
concentrations has been designed, fabricated, and
optimized.
b. Two solid substances were used to make solid particles:
cholesterol and stearic acid. The stearic acid mixture
with Irganox 1010 antioxidant as the nuclei source gave
excellent stability results. The cholesterol-nuclei
mixture was found
to give an unstable particle size distribution with time.
C. The use of hot filtration of the nuclei-vapour mixture
has been shown to be a good method of particle range size
selection. Fine tuning of the particle size may be done
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within certain limits by changing the nitrogen flow or by
changing the percent nuclei material in the condensate
melt in the nebulizer.
D. The most successful condenser design for these high
concentrations and relatively large condensate particle
diameters was an insulated 5 cm diameter tube with flow
straighteners installed previous to the condensation
front. Free convection cooling of an insulated condenser
wall rather than forced convection cooling of an
uninsulated wall gave better monodispersity performance.
E. The dimensionless parameters presented for the
description of condenser conditions for monodispersity in
Chapter 2 have been successfully applied to the
optimization of the monodispersity of the particle size,
specifically to eliminate nuisance homogeneous
condensates. The elaboration of the use of the general
correlation in Figure 2.15 facilitated the design of an
optimum condenser and the rapid optimization of the
aerosol generation system dynamics for monodisperse
particle production.
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CHAPTER FOUR
AIR FILTRATION BY FIBROUS FILTER MEDIA
The theory of clean fibrous filter filtration is well
developed and very good reviews exist including the classic
book by C. N. Davies (93), review articles by Kirsch and
Stechkina (94), Pich (95), and Liu and Rubow (96).
Applications of the theory as well as industrial uses are
included in Dorman (97) and ASTM Special Technical Publication
975, R. Raber,ED. (98).
4.1 PRESSURE DROP
The flow resistance through a fibrous air filter is measured
as the difference in pressure before and after a filter
subjected to a volume gas flow. From Liu and Rubow (96), a
fiber of unit length experiences a drag force, Fd, per unit
length which is proportional to the gas velocity, Uo, and
viscosity, IL,
Fd = F * A U0	(4.1)
where F * is the dimensionless fiber drag parameter. In the
laminar flow regime, the overall pressure drop of a flat sheet
media is related to Fd and the media fibre length per unit
filter area, lf, by Equation 4.2:
4 a Lf
l f - 	 2
w df
(4.3)
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Ap = Fd if = F*AU0 if	 (4.2).
Substituting an expression into Equation 4.2 for the fibre
length:
gives:
Ap -
4F*a LfIL UO
2
wg df
(4.4)
mf
where:	 a = filter solidity - 	
Pf
mf = filter mass per unit surface area
Lf = filter thickness
pf = fibre density
df = fibre diameter
= inhomogeneity factor.
In the continuum regime where the mean free path of the gas
molecules is small compared to the fibre diameter, F * is a
function of the filter solidity only. According to the
Kuwabara theory for flow around a cylinder in a fibrous
filter:
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4*.	 =	 K
where:	 K = the hydrodynamic factor.
(4.5)
1	 1	 1	 3
K = - lna + a - - T a2 - T (4.6)
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The inhomogeneity factor,8 , is a correction for the fact that
Equation 4.5 over-predicts F * . The inhomogeneity factor is
determined experimentally as the ratio of the theoretical to
the experimental pressure drop and has been found to vary in
Kirsch and Stechkina (94) from 1.13 to over 1.5 and
approximately 1.6 to 1.7 in Yeh and Liu (99) and Lee and Liu
(100), but for can be as much as 2.25 for very open filter
materials.
In the slip flow regime, 0.081 < Kn < 0.25, where Kn, the
Knudsen number equals 2X/df, the relationship for F * must be
corrected. Pich (101) developed an expression for F* based on
a slip flow Kuwabara field:
*	 4 wF - t,	 ( 1 + 2 )
L`o
where:	 t = 0.998 Kn
Ko = slip flow hydrodynamic factor
(4.7)
3	 1	 1	 1	 1 2Ko = - T - -f lna + a - T a2
 + 0.998Kn( - 2- - lna + -f a )
Brown (102) used a many-fibre model of the airflow through a
fibrous filter for calculating the stream function, not by
solving the flow equation, but by finding the functional form
that gives the lowest rate of dissipation of energy due to
viscous drag, while still satisfying the boundary conditions
of the system. Calculated pressure drop values compared well
with previous experimental results.
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Davies (103) derived semi-empirical expressions for the
pressure drop through a fibrous filter:
64 A U0 Lf a1" 5 (1 + 56 a2)
Ap - 	 2df
70 A U0 Lf a1 ' 5 (1 + 52 a1'5)
Ap - 	 2df
I for a < 0.02
I
	 for a > 0.02
(4.8)
The expressions in Equation (4.8) are used often in an
inverted form to calculate an "effective fibre diameter" for
quality control purposes from a measured pressure drop at a
standard face velocity, the fibrous filter thickness and the
filter basis weight. In this way a polydisperse fibre mat may
be given an average fibre size without the need for
microscopic diameter measurements. Rubow (104) extended this
method to calculate an effective fibre diameter for cast
membrane filters using the Pich (101) expressions which
include slip flow using an inhomogeneity factor of 1.65 in an
iterative fashion.
Although liquid filtration theory focuses on the "pore size"
of a fibrous structure as its primary attribute, pore diameter
has not found such a home in air filtration. However, every
fibrous filter structure has a pore dimension based upon the
fibre diameter and the solidity, which during solid particle
loading, fills with particle mass. Benarie (105) presented a
relationship for the pore diameter distribution from an
interstitial fiber distance originally proposed by Chen (106).
'is
nsactual 
= __
8 (4.11)
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With this relationship, the effective fibre diameter and the
measured solidity may be combined to generate an effective
pore diameter, Dp:
1
i 
- 1	 (4.9)DP = df ? (-
2 
7 1-
4.2 AEROSOL FILTRATION WITH FIBROUS FILTERS 
The mathematical expression for the cleaning of an aerosol
flow by a fibrous filter is based on the ratio of the
downstream to upstream concentrations, the penetration
fraction, P:
C
P =co = EXP ( - ns S f ) (4.10)
where: ns = single fibre efficiency
4 a Lf	 4 mf
Sf = filter area factor =-
wdf 	 7 df pf
The single fibre efficiency is defined as the fraction of
particles collected by the fibre from the volume of air
geometrically swept out by the fibre. As in the mathematical
prediction of the pressure drop, the single fibre efficiency
is affected by the filter inhomogeneity:
Uo df
Pe- D (4.14)
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Ideally, the total particle penetration (P T) can be expressed
as a function of the combination of various independent
particle capture mechanisms, such as diffusion (PD),
interception (PR), and inertia (PI);
PT = fn ( PD PR PI )
	 (4.12)
Since Sf is the same in each of these independent
penetrations, these mechanisms can be expressed as components
of a total single fibre efficiency. Thus, the single fibre
efficiency is regarded as the sum of the contributions of
various capture mechanisms which may either predominate or
interact in different regimes of gas flow, particle size, and
filter structure.
ns = np + nR + nm 4- ni
	 (4.13)
The dimensionless parameter used to indicate the degree of
deposition due to diffusion is the Peclet number (Pe):
where:	 D = particle diffusion coefficient.
Kirsch et al (107) developed their fan model expression for
the slip flow regime for the diffusional deposition
contribution, tiD:
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2	 ii 
-
nr, = 2.7 Pe	 (1 + 0.39 Kn Pe K	 ) + 0.624 Pe-1
(4.15)
where:
_1
Kf
 = - 0.5 ma - 0.52 + 0.64a + 1.43 ( 1 - a )Kn 8 2
Using the Kuwabara flow field and a boundary layer analysis,
Lee and Liu (108) derived the expressiong
1	 2
np = 2.58 ( (1 - a) )	 Pe—y
	
(4.16)
The dimensionless parameter (R) which characterizes the
interception deposition is defined as:
_R
df
(4.17)
The Kirsch et al (107) expression for the interception capture
single fiber efficiency, nR corrected for slip flow is:
nR = (21<f ) — 1 3 (1 + R) -1 — (1 + R) + 2 (1 + R)1n(1 + R) +
2.86 Kn (2 + R) R (1 + R) -1	(4.18)
Lee and Liu (108) presented an interception expression for the
continuum regime based on a boundary layer approximated stream
function:
1 - a	 R2
nR — K	 ( 1+R ) (4.19)
_1
	
12
1.24 K 2 Pe 2 R3nDR = f
(4.20)
JP (Stk)
'II — ( 2Kf ) 2
(4.22)
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In the Kirsch et al (107) model, it is necessary to include an
interaction term to take into account the enhanced deposition
due to the interception of diffusing particles:
Rao and Faghri (109) solved for the flow field in an inline
array of parallel cylinders by computer modelling. The
collection mechanisms for both interception and diffusion were
derived, and were found to compare well with the traditional
stream function models.
The impaction mechanism of particle deposition is governed by
the Stokes number,(Stk), shown in Equation 4.21:
C p d2 Uc p p o
Stk - 
	 	
(4.21)9 A df
where:	 Cc = Cunningham correction factor for slip flow
0.87 ‘Cc = 1 + 1.246 Kn + 0.42 Kn EXP( 	 Kn )
The expression for the impaction single fibre efficiency from
Yeh and Liu (99) is
where: Jp = ( 29.6 _ 28 0.62 ) R2 - 27.5 R2 ' I8	 for R < 0.4
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Stenhouse (110) also computed the contribution of this
mechanism for Kn = 0 in a relationship with the interception
single fiber efficiency:
77 , = (1 + R - nR) (	 —	 ), for Ap > 1.0
where:	 Ap = 0.45 + 1.4 a + (1.3 + 0.5 log ioa) Stk
(4.23)
When the different capture mechanisms are combined into a
total single fiber efficiency in Equation 4.13, the filter
penetration may be calculated by Equation 4.10. If the filter
structure and the face velocity are held constant and the
challenge particle size is varied, the penetration is a
function of the different capture mechanisms which are
dominant at each particle diameter. Above a diameter of about
0.6 micrometers, the combination of interception and inertial
impaction predominate, and diffusion capture is minimal.
Below 0.1 micrometers, diffusion capture is the prevailing
mechanism, and the impaction and interception are minimal.
Between these two areas, capture is a weak combination of
diffusion and interception, and a maximum in penetration
exists called the most penetrating particle size.
If the filter structure and the challenge particle diameter
are held constant and the face velocity is varied, the same
ranking of capture mechanisms also exists, and a maximum in
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the penetration versus face velocity relationship can be found
which is called the most penetrating face velocity.
Lee and Liu (111) derived an expression for the most
penetrating particle size showing its simultaneous dependence
on face velocity , solidity and fibre diameter.
In very high velocity filtration the inertia of a particle
captured by impaction can cause it to overcome the particle-
to-fibre adhesive forces. This has been called the particle
bounce effect. Stenhouse et al (112) found a maximum
efficiency with respect to velocity. Stenhouse et al (113)
and Broom (114) examined both the experimental and the
theoretical basis for changes in particle bounce due to
different particle Stokes numbers and face velocities.
4.3 CHANGES IN FILTER PERFORMANCE WITH PARTICLE ACCUMULATION
As a filter is challenged with particles, the captured
particles cause the filtration collection mechanisms and
airflow resistance to change. Although the particles
challenging a fibrous air filter may be 5 to 50 times smaller
than the actual pore channels, as they are continuously
captured on the fibre surfaces they begin to build upon one
another to close down the space between the fibres. If
carried to its extreme, the actual process of clogging is the
transition from clean fibrous filtration to particle sieving
by a filter cake of the challenge particles themselves using
the fibrous filter as a support structure.
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A good example of the philosophy of fibrous filter-particle
accumulation research versus industrial interest is shown in
the question-answer period of the first presentation of
Charles Billings (115) work on filter loading at the 1966 9TH
Air Cleaning Conference in Boston. Billings was asked " How
close did you go in your experiments to actual plugging the
filters?." Billings replied," What do you mean by plugging?",
meant to elicit a definition. The reply was, "Infinite
pressure drop."
As will be presented later, Billings work was not on how long
a filter will last against an aerosol challenge (plugging
economics), but rather how it behaves in the very initial
stages of loading. The theories of clogging and the actual
engineering economics of filter life are, in general, quite
distant.
4.3.1	 EARLY WORKS ON AIR FILTER LOADING
Williams et al (116) showed differences in bag house woven
cloth filter performance when the challenge particle size and
particle material was changed. Although the filtration
mechanism in these cases was sieving through a particle
surface coating, it represents a beginning in understanding
filter loading. It was found that the total pressure drop
during loading was equal to the sum of the initial pressure
drop and the pressure drop of the particle layer, which
increased linearly with the particle accumulation mass. As
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Pich (95) stated in an analysis of this article, loading of
this type may be denoted as fibrous filter surface loading in
the last stage of clogging:
"It is possible that volume loading takes place first in
fibrous filters, i.e. that the particles deposit first inside
the filter so that the filter porosity decreases and pressure
drop increases considerably, which might correspond to the
non-linear portion of the loading characteristics. It is also
possible that volume loading takes place until a saturation of
the filter is reached and after this loading attains a surface
character (formation of the linear portion of a new filtration
layer from the deposited particles) which would correspond to
the linear portion of the loading characteristics."
Watson (117) first noted the dendritic nature of particle
growth on fibers in filter paper by microscopic analysis.
Thomas (118) showed the dendritic formations of captured
methylene blue and carbon smoke particles on fibres, also
deriving a relationship for pressure drop filter life based on
the filter face area, aerosol concentration, flow rate, and a
particle clogging coefficient.
Blasewitz et al (119) published one of the first filter life
expectancy studies from empirical loading data on fibreglass
mats using solid, polydisperse smoke particles.
In one of the first studies on the characterization of air
sampling filter papers in 1953, Smith and Suprenant (120)
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measured both the initial 0.3 micrometer particle penetration
and pressure drop of a variety of Whatman filter papers as
well as membrane, asbestos and fibreglass filters. In the
subsequent loading of these filters with atmospheric dust it
was found that the media that plugged the most rapidly were
not necessarily the most efficient nor those with the highest
initial pressure drop. For example, high efficiency air
filter papers showed much better filter life than Whatman
chemical filter papers (usually used for liquid filtration
assay methods, but also used air sampling analyses).
As in Williams et al (116), Snyder and Suprenant (121) showed
differences in the permeability of bag house filter particle
filter cakes, relating this information to filter life. The
climb in pressure drop was dependent on the challenge particle
characteristics, and the loading data was at times non-linear,
based on the compressibility of the filter cake.
Leers (122) took photos from samples of filters in progressive
stages of sodium chloride particle loading. The building of
dendritic structures with time was quite clear.
In a study of accelerated testing of pre-filters and high
efficiency filters, Adley and Wisehart (160) found that the
test dust particle size greatly affected the pressure drop
performance. The same high efficiency filter which would last
2 years under a natural dust 5.5 micrometer challenge would
last only 6 months under a sodium chloride fume 0.5 micrometer
challenge. The criteria was a pressure drop maximum of 2.0
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inches of water for a filter material initial pressure drop of
.6 inches of water.
In a rather remarkable paper for its time, La Mer and Drozin
(123) produced solid wax particles using a Sinclair-La Mer
aerosol generator. The percent penetration with loading was
measured instantaneously using a downstream photometer, and
when plotted against the challenge time (proportional to the
total mass challenge) was found to have an exponential
relationship:
Pt = Po EXP ( -Kt t )	 (4.24)
where:	 Po = initial penetration
Kt = time coefficient of penetration
t= time
In another paper on Whatman filter paper performance, Lindeken
et al (124) measured filter efficiencies using mono-size
polystyrene latex spheres. Since they were interested in the
initial efficiency, the loading of these solid particles had
to be taken into consideration and a new filter sample
installed for each measurement. They presented a filter
efficiency versus loading time curve for 0.365 micrometer
spheres which when converted into a percent penetration versus
challenge time curve, begins with a straight line relationship
like Equation 4.24, reaches a point of transition and then
decreases with a much greater negative slope.
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Dorman (125) in a review of filter material characteristics
summarized the effects of loading on both pressure drop and
percent penetration. He stated that rapid clogging is more
likely with materials of high packing density and fine fibres.
Small particles raise pressure drop much more severely than
large particles. Changes in penetration with particle
deposits depends on the filter material (packing density and
fibre diameter) and also on the particle size. Figures 4.1
and 4.2 show the effect on penetration and pressure drop
performance of a filter efficiency from exposure to a
submicrometer polydisperse aerosol. The La Mer and Drozin
(123) relationship for penetration is very strong, and the
pressure drop changes little until the loading at which
penetration is no longer detectable.
It should be emphasized at this point that filter
manufacturers have been making very good air filters for
decades. These filters have been developed to meet test
standards representing the end use of the filters. Rivers and
Murphy (126) present the most recent review of the world-wide
standard test methods used in filter testing. While these
tests include initial penetration and pressure drop
measurement methods, many tests also load the filters with
solid, polydisperse aerosols generated either by spraying a
solution and then drying it, or by creating a dust dispersion
from a powder with a venturi pump, grinding action or the
erosion of a powder surface by a turbulent airflow. The
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practical knowledge of filter manufacturers in creating
fibrous filters which meet the various loading standards is,
in general, proprietary and is not published. Also, much of
the activity in filter design from the 1940's and on was done
under government defence contracts, making it difficult to
obtain.
4.3.2	 THEORIES OF PARTICLE ACCUMULATION IN FIBROUS FILTERS 
This section deals with the mathematical modeling of solid
particle filter loading. Distinctions have been made between
accumulation models which are strictly based on kinetics where
the particles deposit according to certain capture mechanisms
to form unknown structures on the fibres and stochastic
theories which focus on particle to particle dendrite growth
population statistics applied to particle capture change
during filter loading.
The change in fibrous filter efficiency with a light loading
of challenge aerosol was studied by Radushkevich (127). The
rate of growth of the particle deposit within a filter was
judged due to both collection on the clean fibres and to
collection on the captured particles:
6 crs	 4 nso Uo a
5 t —	 7 df + 72 a' Uo as (4.25)
where:	 's° = clean single fibre efficiency
72 = particle collection efficiency
Co . aerosol concentration
C	 1
C = 1-o E = 1 - (4.26)1 + exp(c i t)(EXP( X0 Lf	 1))
U0 Co (a' 72) 4	 a
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as = deposit within the filter
a' = effective area of unit deposit
By combining this with the continuity equation and solving for
the influence of filter thickness and time an expression for
the filter efficiency was derived:
where: c i - (1 - a) , X -0	 (1 - a) w df
Later experiments in the diffusion regime suggested that the
a'72 product is about the same magnitude as the cross-
sectional area of the particles.
Kimura and Iinoya (128) assumed that the decrease in filter
penetration in the inertial regime is modeled as an additional
increase in the single fibre efficiency (Ans) as fibre
diameter growth:
i	 4 a Lf
Pt = EXP 1 - 	 	 . 2
w df (flso + A ns )	 7)(4
4 a Lf
= Po EXP 1 - ( 
	 ) A nsI- df
From data taken from the literature and generated
experimentally, determinations of Ans at mass loadings were
made and combined into an analysis of Ans in dimensionless
Pt = Po
 EXP ) - 50
pg pp dp df )t (4.29)
gg Co nso
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groups. Substituting the time as total mass challenge at the
aerosol concentration and face velocity gave a penetration
with time equation:
Kimura et al (129) expanded the model with a closer
examination of interception capture. The growth of the fibre
surface as number of layers of particles was related to the
particle mass challenge, initial single fibre efficiency,
particle diameter and the solidity of the accumulation
structure to give the incremental rise in single fibre
efficiency. Experimental results of challenge particles of
1.2 micrometer diameter at different Reynolds numbers and
clean fibre solidities gave plots of the Ans versus the number
of particle layers. The experimental results generally
followed the slopes of the theoretical predictions, but were
offset by a constant, which was related to the mean solidity
of the particle layer on the fibres as a function of Reynolds
number.
Kimura et al (130) using the Kimura et al (129) model,
calculated the incremental change in dust captured as a
function of filter depth from the filter challenge side.
Experimental results on stacked filters compared well with the
calculated results at different total mass loadings, face
velocities and fibre diameters.
ID, _
%. EXP (- XR Al Co U0 t ) + EXP (A1 Lf) - 1 (4.31)
EXP ( - XR Al Co U0 t)
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Yoshioka et al (131) calculated the combined particle-fibre
single fibre efficiency, nsm of a lightly loaded filter at
changing filter thicknesses at a specific mass deposit per
filter volume. In this way an empirical relationship between
nsm and the initial clean filter single fibre efficiency, n so
may be found for a specific filter medium by plotting fl/no
versus the specific mass deposit per filter volume at
different thicknesses:
nsm ' nso ( 1 + XR Mp )
	 (4.30)
where:	 XR = filter collection efficiency raising factor
M = total mass accumulation per filter volumeP
The filter collection efficiency raising factor in this
inertial regime was found not to be a function of the Stokes
number and to be a constant of 5. A subsequent equation for
the particle penetration was derived:
4a 
where: Al = nso
	
	
)( w df
 (1 - u)
EXP (- >'R A1 Co U0 t ) - 1m . _ 1
P	 XR 1 EXP (- XR Al Co U0 t) + EXP ( AiLf ) - 1
Yoshioka et al (131) also related the pressure drop to Mp by
the increase in the drag force on a fibre due to the deposited
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material . The loaded pressure drop (Pm) to initial pressure
drop (Apo) ratio was derived and empirically corrected for the
particle deposit:
)2APm	 ) df [ 6 
l M
pp
E )
	
m
1.1 , 2a
a
. — —
	 df ( 1 + EXP (- 0.25 Mp) ) ]4	 dp 1 4o
(4.32)
Stenhouse (110) substituted the expressions of Kimura and
Iinoya (128), Yoshioka et al (131) and Radushkevich (127) into
a simplified version of Equation 4.25 to obtain suggested
values for XR in the different respective filtration regimes
of inertia and diffusional deposition.
Kanaoka et al (132) used a Monte Carlo simulation for particle
dendritic growth on a fiber at different Stokes numbers in a
Kuwabara flow cell in the inertia capture regime. The ratio
of the loaded fibre to clean fibre single fibre efficiencies
were correlated to the total mass load of particles in a unit
filter volume. These regressions gave the same straight line
relationships as Yoshioka et al (131). The efficiency raising
factor varied inversely with Stokes number and the
interception parameter, R.
Myojo et al (133) ran an experimental verification of the
Kanaoka et al (132) simulation using multiple layers of a
filter medium to measure the accumulation of particles with
filter depth with different particle sizes, fiber sizes and
face velocities. Measurements were made of M
' 
the massP
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accumulation, at different total mass challenges, and filter
penetrations were calculated at different thicknesses from
which loaded single fiber efficiencies were derived. The
subsequent values of XR were found to be smaller than those in
the simulation, decreased as STK increased and were
insensitive to changes in the interception parameter, R.
Kanaoka et al (134) continued the use of X R
 in analytical and
numerical solutions to predict the filtration performance of
laminates of different solidities and/or fibre sizes, aiming
at a "gradient" filter combination. The results of the
theoretical analysis showed that the gradient filters had more
total load capacity and better efficiency than uniform
filters, though higher initial pressure drops.
The best gradient model was a filter in which the fibre
diameter decreased as a quadratic function with distance from
the challenge side into the filter, assuming a constant
solidity. Experiments varying both the solidity and the fibre
diameter in stacks of three layer laminates did not match the
theoretical predictions. However, the mass accumulation did
change sharply with either a solidity or fibre diameter change
at each laminate interface, showing that the total particle
accumulation may be shifted away from the inlet surface and
better distributed throughout the filter laminate thickness.
Billings (115) integrated a form of the continuity equation
based on the number of particles per filter surface area (Ac)
and empirically derived particle attributes:
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giving:
d Ac
- U0 Co (1 - PAc )d t
PA = Po EXP (- S 1 Ac )
(4.33)
(4.34)
The similarity to the La Mer and Drozin (123) Equation 4.24 is
notable.
Billings (115) went on to examine dendritic buildup on fibres
using latex spheres and also presented a method to empirically
obtain a particle resistance coefficient, (Sp 1 ), from the
differences in clean and loaded pressure drop as shown in
Equation 4.35. When 1.3 micrometer latex spheres were used as
a challenge for filters of 9.5 micrometer fibers, Sp 1 was
found to be a direct function of solidity (Sp ]. = 33 a). Sp1
was neither a function of filter face velocity nor of filter
thickness.
do
Apm - Apo = ( Spl g U0 (T) ) Ac (4.35)
Davies (135) noted that the filter resistance or pressure drop
varies with the filter penetration while particle loading
progresses. The relationship between the two was used to
produce two clogging parameters, (73, al) with which to gauge
a filter's clogging characteristics:
1
APt
- (—)
Pt = Po 73	 P O 	- 1 (4.36)
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and:
1 d( Apt)
al - Apt
	dt
al is small for filters with open structure, and increases for
filters which surface load. In filters with high 73's, the
penetration will decrease quickly with only a small change in
the pressure drop. Predictions in filter performance were
made from selected clogging parameters.
Radushkevich (136) modeled the growth of clusters of particles
on collectors by using a set of population balances for the
numbers, Nk , of clusters comprised of k particles. The
increase in the total number of particles deposited with time
was shown not to be linear and approximated an exponential
growth law.
Michaels and Goren (137) expanded the Radushkevich (136)
relationships for spherical collectors in the inertial
impaction regime, yielding relationships for the ratio of the
single grain efficiency with loading,nsm to the clean single
grain efficiency, nso:
= 1 + [ (ni - nso) / nso ] 01 N / (1 + 0.13 01 N),
for 01 N < 6
= 1 + [ ('ii - nso) / nso ] 0 1
 N / (1 -I- 0.33 01 N).
for 01 N > 6
(4.37)
nsin
nso
'ism
nso
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2d
where: fli = ----E, and 	 (ni - nso)/ nso = 0.14wdG
N = total number of particles on a grain of dg
diameter
The model fits the experimental data well for empirically
derived values of (nsm -
The theory of fibrous filter pressure drop was applied by
Kirsch and Lahtin (138) to the permeability of the surface
loading of fine particles. This paper is a good example of
particle to particle capture and the possible structural
nature of particle accumulation dendrites, which as loading
progresses become the filter cake of the plugged filter. As
in the calculation of effective fibre diameter, a permeability
specific surface area measurement was found for particle
filter cakes by treating the structure as a hydrodynamic
equivalent of a chain of spheres, which compared well to BET
measurements of particle specific surface for many very
different soots and dusts. Since the particles were deposited
on flat membrane filters, the thickness could be measured
microscopically and a solidity could be calculated. The
solidity increased with face velocity, but did not depend on
the thickness of the deposit which showed that compression of
the filter cake did not occur at face velocities under 20
cm/s.
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Juda et al (139) presented a model of pressure drop increase
based on an the increase of the fibre diameter with particle
accumulation with reliance on empirically derived constants.
Stenhouse et al (113) did experimental work in this same high
inertia regime and found that the penetration is little
changed until a coating equivalent to a monolayer of dust
covers the leading surface of the fibre cross-section. The
subsequently increasing impaction surface area leads to
decreasing penetration until a minimum is reached after which
the penetration may increase again depending on the regime of
particle adhesion probability.
Kirsch and Dvukhimennyi (140) experimentally showed that the
pressure drop during particle deposition of a system of
lattices of parallel fibres, the simplest filter, could be
described with a thickening fibre model. The force of
resistance on a fibre with deposited particles was found to be
equal to the force of resistance on a cylinder with a diameter
equal to that of the mean diameter of the deposit.
The applicability of the fibre thickening of parallel fibers
model to fibrous filters was studied in a semi-empirical
approach by Dvukhimennyi et al (141), assuming that in a fiber
thickening model the overwhelming contribution to pressure
drop comes from an increase in the filter solidity due to the
particle accumulation, valid only for pre-filters of low
solidity. The conservation of mass equation was combined with
an expression for the deposit formation analogous to the
classical equations of the chemical kinetics of adsorption.
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The change in the filter solidity with particle accumulation
at a distance, x, into the filter from the challenge side at
time , t, was:
d3
a (x,t) = ao
 + 2.4 w (1) N(x,t) / 3 Op	 ( 4.38)
where;	 N (x,t) = particle population at x and t
flp '	 solidity of the particle deposit
An empirical determination of fl ip with filter depth was done
using stacked thin layers of filters challenged with stearic
acid particles of 0.58 micrometers diameter. The deposit
solidity was found to be identical from layer to layer and to
have a value ( 0.053 to 0.092) somewhat less than from the
Kirsch and Dvukhimennyi (140) filter cake data. The empirical
values for coefficients were placed into a theoretically
derived Fan model pressure drop equation and fit the
experimental data well.
Stechkina (142) continued this line of investigation in a
study of the distribution of packing density throughout a
filter under loading.
Kanaoka and Hiragi (143) proposed a pressure drop with
particle accumulation model based on observations of particle
growth on fibres. In their observations, the agglomerates
(dendrites) grew fastest for diffusional deposition, moderate
for interception, and slowest for inertial deposition. An
effective fibre diameter and drag coefficient were correlated
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to the filter condition and a dimensionless volume, Vc, of the
captured particles. The process of change in filter
performance was followed well past the initial light loading
stages of other authors. In this way, the growth of the
effective fibre diameter was seen to be slow, then rapid and
then "damped" as the captured particle volume, Vc, increased.
The theory compared well with experimental results on a model
filter of stacks of parallel wires, but not as well with
actual fibre mats.
The work by Radushkevich (136) assumed that a given dendritic
structure growing on a fibre may be characterized completely
by the number of particles it contains. Payatakes and Tien
(144) took issue with this simplification and developed a
computational model for the growth of dendrites under
interception, which was improved in Payatakes (145) with the
introduction of the Kuwabara flow field, Payatakes (146) with
combined inertia and interception and in Payatakes and Gradon
(147)to include the diffusion regime. The work was extended
more in Payatakes and Okuyama (148) for cleanable filters and
multi-layer laminates.
Thus began a remarkably complex and esoteric branch of filter
theory whereby the location and growth statistics of particle
deposition onto fibers are carried in computer memory. When a
suitable number of simulations are stored, the information can
be used to calculate filtration performance as a function of
loading or filtration conditions at each simulation. The
captured particle structures are not considered to influence
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the flow field, and so the theory only relates to the very
initial stages of filtration.
Barot et al (149) used the deposition theory of Tien et al
(150) to create a model of dendrite growth on an isolated
fibre, and it gave a fair comparison to experimental results.
Medjimorec et al (151) studied the drag forces on particle
dendrites, as did Ramarao and Tien (152).
Tsiang et al (153) with model filters of stacked arrays of
parallel fibres compared a stochastic model of deposition to
actual empirical loading. The efficiencies did not agree very
well quantitatively because of experimental scatter and the
complication of particle bounce. The experimental and
predicted pressure drops diverged considerably with loading.
Gradon (154) gave a preliminary analysis on the use of a
dendrite growth model to predict the time it takes for a
porous structure in a catalysis operation to block with
aerosol particles.
Cai (155) described a method to reduce the incredible number
of operations needed to do a stochastic analysis of
filtration. A cell model rather than a deep filter model was
proposed. The model was run on a personal computer, and, when
compared to actual test results, did remarkably well (Cai
(156)).
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4.4 SUMMARY
The majority of the theory on particle accumulation in fibrous
filters has dealt with the high inertia regime for filters of
a very open structure. The theories consider only the initial
filtration characteristics of the filters, and, with the
exception of Kanaoka and Hiraji (143), have not addressed how
long a filter will last in a certain aerosol challenge
environment. However, the loading tests used in industry take
a filter to the limits of loading performance in accelerated
simulated life testing. The initial filtration penetration is
usually the lowest penetration encountered. It is the
pressure drop that is of importance, since it deals with
system airflow capability and economics.
Kanaoka and Hiragi (143) have tried to create a bridge between
the theory and empirical measurements using an effective fibre
diameter. Kanaoka and Hiragi (143), Michaels and Goren (137),
and Dvukhimennyi et al (141) have all provided an empirical
connection in order to predict the changing of filter
performance with loading.
Davies (135), by combining the pressure drop and the
penetration into a predictive relationship (Equation (4.36)),
provided filter testers with a tool that they understood. The
authors in the literature have used the same flow fields to
model both particle capture and particle flow resistance. The
two are obviously linked. It is of interest to understand if
the relationship between penetration and pressure drop is a
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function of challenge particle size for a variety of filter
specimens. Also of interest is the question of whether the
change in the filtration penetration of the challenge
particles is reflected in a change in the penetration of
particles occupying the most penetrating particle range.
Returning to the question of " What is plugging?," there is a
lack of definition and available literature. Dorman (125)
observed what affected plugging or clogging: rapid clogging is
found with challenges of finer particles, with high solidity
filters and with fine fibre diameter filters. The
relationship between the solidity and the fibre size is
obviously the pore diameter, as displayed in Equation 4.9. It
would be interesting to determine if larger and finer
particles interact with pore diameter to give differences in
clogging apart from the fact that for equal mass accumulations
the smaller particles have more specific surface area giving
more drag force on an airflow.
As particles are captured and the resultant dendrite size
becomes a significant fraction of the fibre spacing, isolated
models of filtration are no longer applicable. The form of
the flow field changes quickly as air flows more around and
through a porous bed of captured particles than through an
open fibrous structure.
It seems intuitive that the study of clogging would be clearer
with data on the filtration of a range of discrete particle
diameters representing larger sizes normally encountered which
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should clog a filter sooner. These could then be used to
challenge sets of filters of different pore sizes (varied
either by solidity or fibre diameter). Kimura et al (129)
have shown that the solidity and basis weight are important,
but the monodisperse particle diameters in their study did not
exceed 1.6 micrometers, eliciting the need for higher face
velocities to occupy the inertial regime. The polydisperse
particles used in industry for accelerated filter life loading
tests are much larger than this, and the need for testing with
monosize challenge particles for loading is evident to bridge
the gap between theory and application with empirical
evidence.
It is also evident from Equation 4.10, the initial penetration
relationship, that the deposition of particles within a filter
is a function of filter depth. As a filter loads, the
majority of the particle deposition will be in the challenge
side of the filter. This will accumulate until clogging takes
place followed by surface cake formation. If a stack of a
filter medium samples is brought to a state of clogging, does
the removal of a few of the downstream layers, greatly
affecting efficiency, actually affect the filter life, since
the actual filter cake is in the upstream layers? Is the
filter mass challenge or is the mass accumulation, as given in
the literature, the important factor in determining the time
to clog a filter?
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CHAPTER FIVE
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE SOLID PARTICLE 
LOADING OF FIBROUS AIR FILTERS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In order to better define the process of loading a filter with
a solid aerosol challenge, the nature of the loading curve
must be studied from the initial stages of clean filtration to
the final stages of particle filter cake formation. Only in
this way can a true definition of clogging or plugging be
established. This must be done with a combination of filters
of different structures and with a variety of solid monosize
particles in order to study the interactions of the particles
with the fibrous filter structure.
There is at present no definition of clogging, although most
people would easily define it as the mass challenge or mass
accumulation at which particle filter cake filtration takes
place. The nearest definition is the ASHRAE 52-76 Standard
dust-holding capacity, the mass accumulation at the upper-
limit pressure drop for a filter device,which is not
necessarily when a filter cake forms. Thus, in the ASHRAE 52-
76 Standard, a filter of high initial pressure drop could be
rated with a low dust-holding capacity, even though it has yet
to reach filter cake formation. Clearly, this is of little
use in fundamental work.
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In this series of experiments, efforts are made to show the
shape of the filter loading curves and their general responses
to filter structure, notably the pore diameter. Three
particle loading filtration responses are used to do so:
challenge aerosol penetration, the pressure drop, and a
standard referee penetration test- the 0.3 micrometer Q127 DOP
Penetrometer filtration test.
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS FOR FILTER LOADING TESTS 
The experimental apparatus for filter loading is shown in
Figure 5.1. The system may be divided into two parts, aerosol
generation and treatment of the particle challenge and the
filter test duct system. Two aerosol generators are shown.
The first is the generator for the production of monodisperse
solid particles of between 1 and 5 micrometers aerodynamic
diameter described in Chapter 3. The second is an Air
Techniques, Inc. Q127 DOP Aerosol Generator for a 0.3
micrometer diameter dioctyl phthalate challenge in the most
penetrating size range for filter penetration testing. Either
of these aerosol volume flows, electrostatically neutralized
by feeding them through a 20 millicurie radioactive ionization
source, may be used to challenge the filter which is mounted
in a filter holder in a cylindrical vertical duct which meets
the criteria of the ASTM Standard 1215-89 for challenging
filters with particles up to 5 micrometers for efficiency
testing. The pressure drop and particle penetration are
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measured, respectively, by an electronic manometer and by the
output of two light scattering photometers in upstream and
downstream sampling trains. A discussion of volume flow,
pressure drop, particle counter and photometer calibrations is
included in Appendix A.
5.2.1	 AEROSOL GENERATION
Chapter 3 describes the Solid Particle Aerosol Generator in
detail. It meets the criteria of the production of solid
stearic acid particles of 1 to 5 micrometers aerodynamic
diameter at output mass concentrations to provide over a 100
lpm dilution air flow with a mass concentration of more than
100 mg/m3. The aerosol flow may be diverted from the test
flow using a venturi flow inductor without disturbing the
generator system or the test flow, which for a filter face
velocity of 10 cm/s is 92 lpm. This allows the filter test
sample to be alternately tested with either the DOP aerosol or
the solid particle aerosol challenge without disturbing the
test airflow. The entire test flow delivery system was
maintained at a slight positive pressure of 25 mmH20 with a
gate valve at the system exhaust in order to eliminate
potential leaks into the test duct. All input air and
nitrogen was passed through high efficiency filters.
The solid particle aerosol size was monitored using a TSI,
Inc. Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS) with a range from 0.5 to
30 micrometers aerodynamic diameter. The dilution system in
Figure 5.1 consists of a 4 liter cylinder with a tangential
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mixing flow introduced to its interior giving it a slight
positive pressure with respect to the aerosol transport duct.
When the mixing flow is quickly turned down and then turned up
periodically, the positive pressure in the duct passes a small
sample of the test aerosol into the diluter. As this quickly
passes out the exhaust, the APS samples a portion of this flow
and calculates the particle aerodynamic diameter geometric
mean diameter and standard deviation. The concentration in
the diluter is regulated by the number of times per minute
that the mixing flow is pulsed and particles are injected into
the diluter, not by a change in continuous mixing flow rate to
account for different particle count concentrations. This was
shown to be a technique which had the least degree of
disturbance on the test system, could be used in all of the
particle count concentration ranges and had none of the
depositional problems of continuous diluters.
The Air Techniques Incorporated Q127 DOP Penetrometer meets
the criteria for the production of a 0.3 micrometer diameter
dioctyl phthalate condensate particle (measured by light
scattering photometric optical wavelength) as dictated in the
United States MIL-STD-282. This test is a standard test for
American filter paper manufacturers for filtration
characterization and is also used for High Efficiency
Particulate Air filter in-place filtration tests in the
nuclear industry. Only the output aerosol of the Q127 system
was used, since the photometric filter penetration measurement
used in the test duct is the same technique used for the
penetration measurement part of this device. The DOP particle
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size was measured using a TSI, Inc. Differential Mobility
Particle Size Analyzer and at the Q127 Mechanical Analyzer
particle size angle of 29 degrees was found to have a count
geometric mean diameter of 0.28 micrometers with a GSD of
1.22.
During the required intervals for DOP penetration testing, a
valve can be opened at the DOP aerosol generator exhaust and
small portion of the slightly positive pressure Q127 DOP
aerosol flow is then introduced into the test system duct
through an orifice plate, which controls the DOP concentration
into the test duct, kept to a low 1 mg/m3 so that it would not
affect the particles previously loaded on the test filters.
This effectively limits the DOP penetration accuracy to above
.1%, or an attenuation of the concentration of 1 to 1000,
which for the filters measured in this study was more than
adequate.
5.2.2	 FILTER TEST DUCT SYSTEM
The challenge aerosol was fed into a vertical, cylindrical
test duct which meets the dictates of the ASTM F 1215-89
Standard Test Method for Determining the Initial Efficiency of
a Flatsheet Filter Medium in an Airflow Using Latex Spheres.
The duct is 14 cm in diameter with a height of 140 cm above
the test sample holder The 4 lpm upstream and downstream
sampling probes were placed 2 duct diameters up and 3 duct
diameters down the duct from the filter holder, respectively,
meeting the ASTM standard.
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The filter holder consists of two pieces, one fitting into the
other, sliding on an o-ring seal. The filter face area on the
holder is the same as the duct cross-sectional area. The
filter sample is 2 cm greater in diameter than the filter face
area. This extra filter area is clamped in the filter holder,
which is in turn held tightly by foam rubber seals in the jaws
of the duct, the lower section of which vertically opens and
closes by means of an air cylinder.
The duct airflow and the two sampling flows were monitored
using calibrated orifice plate flow pressure drop
measurements. A house vacuum system capable of more than 3
times this flow at 38 cm of mercury was used to provide a
constant, regulated volume flow for the duct and sampling
lines.
The filter pressure drop measurements were monitored using an
electronic manometer. The photometric system used for the
penetration measurements was the Sibata Model 634A Filter Test
System (Shibata et al (157). The upstream and downstream
particle mass concentrations were measured during 1 minute
intervals with light scattering photometers and the output was
fed into the microprocessor to calculate the percent
penetration. In this way for each 1 minute of loading , the
pressure drop, the upstream challenge average concentration
and the average penetration were recorded.
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5.3 FILTER MATERIALS
5.3.1	 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOLLINGSWORTH AND VOSE
FILTER PAPERS USED IN THESE EXPERIMENTS 
The filter papers used in the first series of particle loading
experiments were provided by the filter paper manufacturer,
Hollingsworth and Vose. These fibreglass filter papers were
originally donated for use in the establishment of the
precision and accuracy statement for the ASTM F1215-89
"Standard Method for Determining the Initial Efficiency of a
Flatsheet Filter Medium in an Airflow Using Latex Spheres".
This standard was written under the direction of the American
Society for Testing and Materials F-21 Committee on
Filtration. The particle sizes used in these tests were from
0.5 to 5 micrometers, not unlike the range of sizes used in
the testing presented in this study.
The filter papers represent a range of filter characteristics
found in open, lower efficiency media. Some structural and
performance parameters are shown in Table 5.1. The papers are
listed in the table from left to right in the order of their
filter DOP penetrations. From the measurements of thickness,
basis weight, pressure drop and 0.3 micrometer diameter
penetration, it can be seen that these media are of
exceptionally low variability. This is quite clear from the
low percent coefficients of variation (defined as the ratio of
the standard deviation to the mean of the sample population).
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TABLE 5.1 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOLLINGSWORTH AND VOSE
FIBREGLASS FILTER PAPERS 
FILTRATION PARAMETERS FILTER PAPER IDENTIFICATION
THICKNESS (CM)	 AVE.
%COV
HE1073 HE1021 HF0031 HF0012
0.053
2.3
0.069
4.3
0.074
2.3
0.074
2.3
BASIS WEIGHT (g/sg.m)	 AVE. 63.9 80.3 82.6 69.2
%COV 0.53 0.67 0.86 0.92
PRESSURE DROP (mmH20)	 AVE. 8.4 4.7 3.5 1.3
@5.3 cm/s	 %COV 1.48 1.35 1.94 1.47
DOP %PENETRATION	 AVE. 12.8 39 45.8 79.9
(0.3 MICROMETERS DIA.) %COV 2.2 1.7 .92 1.24
@5.3 cm/s
FIBRE DENSITY (g/cu.cm ) 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
SOLIDITY 0.050 0.049 0.047 0.039
EFFECTIVE FIBRE DIAMETER
(micrometers)	 (RUBOW)
1.9 2.9 3.3 4.9
EFFECTIVE FIBRE DIAMETER
(micrometers)	 (DAVIES)
2.1 3.2 3.7 5.4
EFFECTIVE PORE DIAMETER
(micrometers)	 (BENARIE)
8.8 13.4 16.1 26.2
COULTER POROMETER:	 MEAN 8.5 11.6 14.2 23.7
PORE DIAMETER	 MIN. 5.7 6.6 8.9 11.4
(micrometers)	 MAX. 20.2 32.5 34.7 61.7
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Scanning electron microscope photographs show HE1073 and
HE1021 to be composed of a mixture of small and large fibres,
while HF0031 and HF0012 appear to be composed of a single,
wide fibre size distribution. It was decided that actual count
fibre size distributions would be very difficult to interpret,
especially in the case of the fibre mixture papers.
With a density of 2.4 g/cm3 for the glass in the fibres, the
parameters listed in Table 5.1 may be used to derive other
descriptive terms which can provide insight into the response
of these filter papers to solid particle loading. The
solidity is calculated from the ratio of the filter thickness
to the basis weight at the fibre density. Combining the
measured structural terms with the drag force on the filter
derived from the pressure drop allows for the calculation of
effective fibre diameters of which two are listed, given as
examples in Section 4.1. The Rubow (104) fibre diameter is an
iterative calculation which takes into account slip flow
around the fibres and assumes the current models for flow
within a fibrous structure. The Davies (103) effective fibre
diameter is a classic calculation which resulted from
empirical flow resistance testing of many different fibre
sizes and fibre materials. It is quite remarkable that the
results of both these calculations are so similar. From these
results it can be seen that the higher pressure drop media
have both higher solidities and smaller effective fibre
diameters.
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The pore size of a fibrous structure is related to the fibre
diameter and the solidity. The Benarie effective pore
diameter presented in Table 5.1 is a calculation based on
these two terms, with the Rubow (104) effective fibre diameter
used as the fibre diameter. The spread of pore sizes for
these filter papers varies by a factor of nearly three.
For a comparison with the Benarie pore diameter, measurements
were run on a Coulter Electronics Limited Porometer, which
generates pore size distributions and is usually used for
liquid filter media testing. The output gives a mean pore
diameter, as well as minimum and maximum diameters. The
Porometer mean pore diameters compare very well with the
Benarie calculation.
5.3.2 CHARACTERISTICS AND FABRICATION OF MONODISPERSE FIBRE
FILTERS OF DIFFERENT PORE DIAMETERS 
As shown in Table 5.2, filters were made of 2 denier polyester
fibres at different thickness at basis weights averaging
531 g/sq. m. This basis weight was chosen to be great enough
to give 0.3 micrometer diameter DOP penetrations less than
85%, giving at least a measurable penetration in the most
penetrating particle size range. Although 2 denier polyester
fibres should give fibre diameters in the 14 micrometer range,
by microscopy it was found that the diameter was between 15
and 16 micrometers. The fibre diameter distribution was so
narrow that no difference could be detected between the
fibres, which is typical of spun fibres. Airflow effective
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fibre diameters gave average values of 15.5 micrometers by the
Rubow (104) effective diameter calculation for these samples
of widely different solidities and pore diameters. The
similarities in the microscopic and effective fibre diameters
were a good indication that no irregularities in the filter
structures exist across this range of pore sizes, such as
gradient solidities at the filter face or light and heavy
areas of basis weight across the filter surface.
The fibres used to make these filters are of a sheath-core
construction manufactured under the brand name of Melty Fibres
by Unitika Corporation in Japan. A sheath-core construction
means that the majority of the fibre interior is of a high
glass transition temperature polyester, while the thin outside
fibre surface sheath is made of a lower glass transition
temperature polyester. When heated to the sheath glass
transition temperature the fibre outside becomes tacky, but
the core resin still retains its structural properties. In
this way a carded, air-laid web of these fibres can be heated
using a hot airflow, pressed into a form of a chosen
thickness, and then cooled into a permanent web structure.
Polyester filters made in this fashion have excellent web
strength and do not compress permanently even under mild
calendaring. In order to be assured of a random fibre
structure, six layers of carded web were laminated together,
each layer rotated 90 degrees to the previous layer. These
laminates were then rule die cut into circles, placed into a
holder, and then heated by passing air at 140 0C through them
at 100 lpm for 20 seconds. The web was then quickly
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TABLE 5.2 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 15.5 MICROMETER POLYESTER
FILTERS OF DIFFERENT PORE DIAMETERS
FILTRATION PARAMETERS FILTER PORE DIAMETER (MICROMETER)
46	 54	 63	 75	 91
THICKNESS (cm) 0.38 0.50 0.64 0.83 1.13
BASIS WEIGHT (g/sq.m) 531 534 535 532 524
FIBRE DENSITY
(g/cu.	 cm)
1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.38
SOLIDITY 0.10 0.078 0.061 0.046 0.034
PRESSURE DROP (mmH20) 5•9 4.7 3.9 3.2 2.9@10 cm/s
DOP %PENETRATION 80 82 84 84 85(0.3 MICROMETERS DIA.)
@10 cm/s
INITIAL 2.20 DIA. 27 36 43 48 53% PENETRATION
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transferred to a press set to give a chosen web thickness by
spacing the press plates using metal shims. After a cooling
time of 1 minute, the filter was removed in its finished form.
In order to continue the theme of the use of pore diameter to
compare filters of both different fibre diameters and
solidities, the pore diameter is also used here. However, the
real difference between these filters is a change in solidity
through a variation of thickness. It can be seen in Table 5.1
that the solidity varies from 0.034 to over 0.10, a range
greater than the fibreglass samples. The pressure drop, the
0.3 micrometer DOP 	 penetration and the 2.20 aerodynamic
diameter initial penetration vary predictably with this
change in solidity.
5.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
5.4.1	 ONE TO SIX LAYER LAMINATES OF A FIBREGLASS 
FILTER PAPER
One to six layer laminates of HF0012 fibreglass paper were
loaded at a face velocity of 10 cm/s with stearic acid
particles of different diameters at average mass
concentrations of 100 mg/m3 to over 350 mg total mass
challenge, enough to form a visible external "filter cake".
The objectives of the experiment were to compare the responses
with both mass challenge and mass accumulation, compare the
changes in the responses by varying the thickness of the
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filter material, and to examine the reproducibility of the
test procedure.
Figure 5.2 shows the magnitude of the penetration ranges in
this experiment using the initial penetration estimated by
extrapolating the first few data points on each penetration
loading curve back to zero mass challenge. It can be seen
that much of the initial penetration data lies well above
10 %, which should elicit differences in mass accumulation in
the comparison of the loading curves.
The rise in pressure drop with the loading of a 1.60
micrometer mass challenge is shown in Figure 5.3. The family
of curves are parallel and equally spaced, the spacing
deriving from the initial pressure drop differences. Each
curve begins as an approximate straight line, goes through a
transition where the slope changes rapidly, and then ends in
another straight line. This was also shown with the loading
of other particle sizes. Of note also are the reproducibility
and smooth nature of the curves.
The same data was plotted against mass accumulation in Figure
5.4. The curves are no longer parallel, with the less
efficient laminates giving steeper rises in pressure drop than
the laminates with a greater number of layers. This is
contrary to the notion in loading theory that accumulation,
correcting for differences in filter efficiency, relates
better than mass challenge to changes in filter responses.
Comparing the type of curves in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 at other
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Figure 5.2
ESTIMATED INITIAL %PENETRATION VS LAYERS OF HF0012 PAPER
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Figure 5.3
PRESSURE DROP (mmH20) VS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.4
PRESSURE DROP (mmH20) VS MASS ACCUMULATION (g/sq.m)
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particle sizes gave the same results, with the differences
reducing with higher efficiency filters or particle diameters
where the mass challenge and mass accumulation are the same.
Correcting the pressure drops by subtracting the initial
values from the curves gives Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The mass
challenge data in Figure 5.5 has consolidated into a single
curve, while with the mass accumulation data in Figure 5.6,
the curve for the single layer laminate is offset from the
others. In fact, this loading curve for the filter laminate
of the highest penetration (50%) has the greatest rise in
pressure drop with mass accumulation, which is contrary to
logic. This contrast could only be true if the filter front
surface of all of these laminates is all important, and the
contribution of the lower layers to the pressure drop during
loading is insignificant. That is, all of the pressure drop
addition is happening at or near the front edge of the
challenge side of the filter.
A conclusion which may be reached from this is that since the
data for one to six layers, when corrected for the initial
pressure drop, is the same as that for a single layer, the
study of the loading of a single layer is enough. The initial
filter efficiency, resulting from increased depth, is not the
important factor in filter loading.
The penetration data for these same laminates is plotted
against mass challenge in Figure 5.7. Note that the curves
are parallel, equally spaced nearly straight lines initially
•	
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Figure 5.5
CORRECTED PRESSURE DROP (mmH20) VS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
1 TO 6 LAYERS HF0012 :1.60 MICROMETER DIA. CHALLENGE
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Figure 5.6
CORRECTED PRESSURE DROP (mmH20) VS MASS ACCUMULATION (g/sq.m)
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as initial filter theory predicts. 	 Then, as loading
progresses, the penetration diminishes rapidly. This point of
transition occurs at about the same mass challenge as the
beginning of the transition in the pressure drop curves. The
mass accumulation curves, shown in Figure 5.8, as in the
pressure drop data, are once again not parallel, with the
single layer laminate data actually crossing the other curves.
This shows that the loading particle penetration also supports
the premise that the initial layer or filter face surface is
all important in this regime. This was further substantiated
by repeating the experiment with 1.16 micrometer particles.
Figure 5.9 shows the mass challenge data from Figure 5.7
corrected for the initial penetration of each laminate by
taking the exponential of the difference between the
logarithms of the penetration fractions on the curves to the
logarithms of the initial values. The data compresses nicely
into a tight group with this technique, further substantiating
the premise that the mass challenge data of the different
number of layers of the same filter material is a family of
curves.
If the filter challenge surface side is important in loading,
the fibrous filter surface variables which affect sieving, as
in liquid filtration, should also be the important variables
in aerosol loading, and the approach of modeling filter
clogging from a strictly "depth loading-mass accumulation"
point of view is incomplete, at best.
%PENETRATION VS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
1 TO 6 LAYERS HF0012 : 1.60 MICROMETERS DIA.CHALLENGE
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Figure 5.7
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Figure 5.8
%PENETRATION VS MASS ACCUMULATION (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.9
CORRECTED %PENETRATION VS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.10
INITIAL PARTICLE % PENETRATION VS PRESSURE DROP (mmH20)
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5.4.2	 FILTRATION PERFORMANCE OF MONOSIZE FIBRE FILTERS OF 
DIFFERENT PORE SIZES AGAINST A SOLID 2.20 MICROMETER
DIAMETER PARTICLE MASS CHALLENGE 
The filter samples listed in Table 5.2 with 15.5 micrometer
diameter fibres and larger pore diameters were tested for
loading performance against a 100 mg/m3 mass concentration
aerosol of solid 2.20 micrometer aerodynamic diameter
particles at 10 cm/s face velocity In these filters the pore
diameter was varied (same basis weights, different
solidities). Each filter was not challenged to filter cake
formation, but was challenged with enough particles for the
loading curve to pass the particle penetration transition
point, the point at which the curve ceases being linear on a
log-linear plot of penetration versus mass challenge.
In this experiment the particle penetration and the pressure
drop measurements were taken continuously during the particle
loading except during intervals in which the loading challenge
was turned off and 0.3 micrometer DOP penetration measurements
were taken. The objective of the experiment was to observe
the differences in the filtration responses to changes in the
pore diameter. The initial penetration figures were found by
extrapolating the loading curves to zero mass challenge; these
are plotted against the initial pressure drop in Figure 5.10.
Both the initial penetration and the pressure drop are
affected by the pore diameter as expected by theoretical
considerations.
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The pressure drop relationships with mass challenge and mass
accumulation, respectively, are shown in Figures 5.11 and
5.12. In both cases, the initial pressure drop is greatly
affected by the pore size or solidity. The rise in the slope
of the pressure drop curves also seems a function of the pore
size.
The Figure 5.11 and 5.12 curves do not have a clear initial
linear region as the HF0012 medium did in Figure 5.3. This
may be due to the much larger pore diameters (HF0012 had a
pore diameter of 26, giving a pore diameter to particle
diameter ratio of 12) and also to great difference in the
interception parameter ratio of the challenge particle
diameter to the fibre radius, perhaps resulting in a very
different dendritic growth pattern. It may also be that the
transition region of the pressure drop versus mass challenge
curves is just much wider for these filters.
The response of particle penetration to mass challenge and
mass accumulation, respectively are displayed in Figures 5.13
and 5.14. The slopes of the penetration curves have a strong
relationship with the pore diameter.
When the particle penetration is plotted against the pressure
drop during loading, a family of curves results as shown in
Figure 5.15. The curves begin with a rapidly decreasing slope
which straightens out into a constant. The curves appear to
be parallel after the initial change in slope. Of course, the
starting points are those in Figure 5.10. The clean fibres
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Figure 5.11
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PRESSURE DROP VS MASS ACCUMULATION (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.13
PARTICLE % PENETRATION VS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.15
PARTICLE % PENETRATION VS PRESSURE DROP (mmH20)
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Figure 5.16
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are the simple structural starting points, but, as the filters
become more heavily loaded, the fibre mass is no longer
important, and the accumulated particles dictate the
performance as evidenced by the parallel curves.
The 0.28 micrometer diameter DOP penetration was measured at
intervals as the filters were loaded with solid 2.20
micrometer diameter particles. A comparison of Figures 5.13
and 5.16 shows that the penetrations for the two aerosols
follows similar trends, even though their capture mechanisms
are different because of their diameters. The relationship
between the two during particle loading is further illustrated
in Figure 5.17, which shows that an decrease in pore diameter
(in this case a change in solidity) causes a decrease in the
2.20 micrometer diameter particle penetration with respect to
the DOP particle penetration.
5.4.3	 FILTRATION PERFORMANCE OF MONOSIZE FIBRE FILTERS OF
TWO PORE SIZES AGAINST FIVE SOLID PARTICLE 
MASS CHALLENGES 
This set of tests was carried out to study particle size
effects in more detail. Filters were made of 15.5 micrometer
diameter fibres in two pore diameters and challenged at a 10
cm/s face velocity with five different solid stearic acid
particle diameters: 1.16, 1.60, 2.20, 2.90, and 4.50
micrometer aerodynamic diameters each at average mass
concentrations of 100 mg/m3. Except for the 2.20 diameter
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Figure 5.17
PARTICLE % PENETRATION VS DOP % PENETRATION
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tests which were selected from the 5.4.2 section, each test
filter was loaded to filter cake formation. Unlike the
previous multi-penetration data, this set of tests was run
continuously with the particle penetration and pressure drop
recorded with every 10 mg of filter challenge. The initial
penetration versus challenge diameter results are shown in
Figure 5.18.
When these different particle diameters load the filters, the
pressure drop rises slowly at first, reaches a transition
region of more rapid rise, and then maintains a more
consistent slope as shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. The
transition region occurs sooner for the smaller pore diameter
because the 45 micrometer pore diameter has much less open
surface than the 75 micrometer pore diameter. The pressure
drop for the smaller particles increases more dramatically in
the later stages of loading because of their more extended
surface area. The transition region is not as sharp for these
filters than for the HF0012 paper in Figure 5.3.
The penetration versus mass challenge data are shown in
Figures 5.21 and 5.22. The initial portions of the curves are
almost parallel lines, spaced according to the initial
penetrations of the challenge aerosols. The 45 micrometer
pore diameter data has some curve cross-over, which was
reproducible when the experiment was replicated.
The relationship between the particle penetration and the
pressure drop during loading is shown in Figures 5.23 and
Figure 5.20
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Figure 5.19
PRESSURE DROP (mmH20) VS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.21
PARTICLE % PENETRATION VS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.23
PARTICLE % PENETRATION VS PRESSURE DROP (mmH20)
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5.24. These curves show that both penetration and pressure
drop are related during clogging in almost straight line
relationships on these log-linear plots, which if the initial
penetration is taken into consideration is a function of the
loading particle diameter alone. This gives strong credence
to the Davies (135) relationships which relate the pressure
drop and penetration to each other during loading through a
set of constants. This result is also not surprising, since
(as in clean filter filtration theory) particle capture and
flow resistance are governed by the same flow fields.
The curves in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 may be used to obtain a
graphical solution for the initial penetration. The previous
technique of estimating the initial penetration by
extrapolating the first few points on each penetration curve
back to zero mass loading is prone to error because of a lack
of points and whether or not the filter is in instantaneous
cake filtration. In the use of these curves, the intersection
the loading curve can be extrapolated back to the initial
pressure drop at zero mass loading. This method could be used
to corroborate the solution from the extrapolation of the
penetration versus mass challenge curve alone.
5.4.4	 FILTRATION PERFORMANCE OF FOUR FILTER PAPERS OF
DIFFERENT PORE SIZES AGAINST SOLID
PARTICLE CHALLENGES 
The four fibreglass filter papers described in Table 5.1 were
tested for filtration performance at a face velocity of 10
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cm/s against the loading of solid stearic acid particles of
1.00, 1.16, 1.60, 2.20, and 4.00 micrometer aerodynamic
diameters. The interval loading technique was used, so that
the particle penetration , the pressure drop, and the DOP
penetration could be monitored during testing. The first
three papers, HE1073, HE1021, and HF0031 all have similar
solidities, and the change in pore diameter is governed by a
change in the effective fibre diameter, unlike the previously
discussed 15.5 micrometer fibre diameter filters where the
pore diameter was changed only through a change in solidity.
Also, the smaller ratios of the pore diameter to the particle
diameters ranging from 2.2 to 26 should give cleaner regimes
of loading compared with the very open 15.5 micrometer
filters. As a matter of fact, the HE1073 filter is an
instantaneous surface loader in most of the cases studied
here, giving an example of the other end of the loading
spectrum.
The initial penetration values of these filters as
extrapolated from the loading curves are presented in Figure
5.25. The filtration penetration performance for these
samples follows the pore diameter in this case, so a 6 layer
laminate of HF0012 paper was added to show that the initial
penetration behavior of HF0012 at higher basis weights
basically follows the same relationship as the smaller fibre
diameter paper, HE1021.
Loading the four filters with 1.16, 2.20, and 4.00 micrometer
aerodynamic diameter solid particles gives the pressure drop
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Figure 5.25
INITIAL PARTICLE %PENETRATION VS AERODYNAMIC PARTICLE DIAMETER
FILTER PAPERS : HE1073, HE 1021, HF0031, AND H170012: 1 & 6 LAYERS
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curves as displayed in Figures 5.26, 5.27, and 5.28. The
behavior is similar to that found earlier, but is more
distinctive.
The parallel nature of the final linear regions of the loading
curves shows that each of the filter samples was taken well
beyond the boundaries of "cake filtration". The slopes of the
final linear region curves follow the challenge particle size,
as do the mass challenges at which the transitions in the
loading curves occur. From this it should be possible to
identify the mass challenge where the filter cake forms, which
is a good general definition of a plugged or clogged filter.
The particle penetration of the papers for 1.16 and 2.20
micrometer particles is shown in Figures 5.29 and 5.30,
respectively. The curves follow the same general paths, with
the HE1073 already in cake filtration, with no initial bend in
the loading curve.
The interval DOP penetrations for the 1.16 and 2.20 diameter
challenges in Figures 5.31 and 5.32 follow the same general
form of the pressure drop curves in an inverted form. The DOP
particles are obviously much more penetrating than the loading
aerosols. Even though the loading aerosol has reached a state
of cake filtration (100 % efficiency), this does not mean that
smaller DOP particles are being completely filtered out. The
addition of more solid loading particles acts as an addition
of more filter media, giving a linear DOP penetration response
with increasing mass.
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Figure 5.27
PRESSURE DROP (mmH20) VS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.29
PARTICLE % PENETRATION VERSUS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
1.16 AERODYNAMIC DIAMETER :4 FILTER PAPERS
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Figure 5.30
PARTICLE % PENETRATION VERSUS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.32
DOP % PENETRATION VERSUS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5.31
DOP % PENETRATION VERSUS MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
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Figure 5,33
PARTICLE %PENETRATION VS PRESSURE DROP (mmH20)
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Examples of the relationship between penetration and pressure
drop during the loading of different particle diameters is
shown in two ways for HF0012 in Figures 5.33 and 5.34 for the
particle penetration and the DOP penetration, respectively.
In both cases the loading particle size dictates the slopes
of the lines. The relationships give no indication of where
cake filtration begins, except for the accelerating distance
between the points on the curves in the DOP data in Figure
5.34.
The relationship of the solid, loading aerosol penetration to
the DOP penetration remains a constant with loading for a
certain filter material, and, accounting for the initial
penetrations, gives essentially parallel curves for the
different filters as displayed in Figures 5.35 and 5.36 for
two different loading aerosols.
5.5 SUMMARY
A.	 In the testing of one to six layer laminates of a
filter medium, when the filtration responses of
pressure drop and penetration are plotted against
mass challenge, a family of curves results, which when
corrected for initial conditions, reduces to a single
curve. When the same responses are plotted against
mass accumulation, the data is not a family of curves.
This indicates that solid particle filter loading for the
filters studied here is a filter surface phenomenon. The
initial layer of filter medium is all important, and,
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after correcting for initial conditions, the contribution
of additional filter layers to the mass challenge at
which a filter "clogs or plugs," is insignificant. The
clogging of these filters is independent of initial
filtration efficiency.
B. The responses of penetration and pressure drop to
particle loading are sensitive to the pore diameter of
the filter medium. Since the filter surface is
important, it is possible that the change in the
structure of the challenge edge of the filter as
particles are captured may be depicted as rapid increase
in local solidity with the pores of the filter closing
increasingly as loading progresses.
C. The plots of pressure drop against mass challenge have
three regions: an initial linear region of slow
increase in pressure drop, a transition region,
and a final linear region of cake filtration.
These regions are much more distinct with the paper
filters than with the 15.5 micrometer filters, perhaps
because the paper filters have finer fibres and a much
smaller ratio of the pore diameter to the challenge
particle diameter.
D. The loading of smaller particles gives greater
additions to pressure drop than with larger particles,
both in the initial and final stages of loading.
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E. As the pore diameter is reduced, the transition regions
occur at lower mass challenges.
F. For the four filter papers, the identical slopes for
the final linear portions of pressure drop versus mass
challenge curves at specific particle diameters shows
that the rise in pressure drop of a filter in cake
filtration is always a constant regardless of the
filter medium, and is a function of the particle
diameter alone at a constant filter face velocity.
G. The initial penetrations of the solid challenge
aerosols may be found by extrapolation of the
penetration versus mass challenge plots. Another
supplemental method is to extend the particle penetration
versus pressure drop curves to the initial pressure
drops and to read the initial penetration at that
intersection, since this relationship approximates a
straight line in the initial regime of filter loading.
H. The 0.3 micrometer DOP penetration is much higher
than the solid particle penetration of any of the
solid particle challenges used in this testing, giving
results even after cake filtration has taken place.
The DOP penetration versus mass challenge curves on
log-linear plots have transition regions in the same
areas as the pressure drop curves. Thus, DOP
penetration may be used as a separate indicator of the
filter loading conditions.
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I. The reproducibility of the results in one to six layer
laminate loading section and the parallel lines of
pressure drop curves in cake filtration testify to the
stability of the test methodology.
J. The onset of cake filtration or filter "plugging" could
be defined as the mass challenge at which the pressure
drop with mass challenge curve enters its final linear
region.
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
As seen in Chapter Five, the performance of different air
filters under solid particle loading elicits response curves
with mass challenge which have the same general trends. With
pressure drop for instance, the curves begin as approximate
straight lines, go through a transition region where the slope
changes rapidly and, finally, resolve into another linear
region of cake filtration. It is of interest to review the
possible mechanisms at work in each of these regimes.
In the initial stages of solid particle loading of a filter of
large pore diameter, there is no clogging and changes in the
filtration responses are directly proportional to the number
of particles in the filter, giving a linear response which is
dependent on the initial filtration capture mechanisms and the
particle characteristics. However, when particles begin to
capture particles, the subsequent agglomerates quickly become
the chief targets of the loading aerosol. As loading
progresses,the mechanisms of capture appear to become enhanced
severely in the leading zones of the challenge side of the
filter, rapidly filling the filter face side until the fibrous
filter pores begin to neck down and an approximation of a
closing orifice takes place. As the filtration response
passes into the transition region, small pores close and a
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small amount of flow percolates through them, but, the bulk of
the gas flow goes to the large pores which also progressively
block until a filter cake is formed. At this point, the
response of pressure drop becomes linear with added mass, and
the dominant particle filtration mechanism is sieving by a
packed bed of the challenge aerosol.
From an industrial point of view, the mass challenge at which
a filter clogs is very important. The fact that a filter of
relatively low efficiency may clog or "blind" much faster than
a filter of higher efficiency is well known. This chapter
addresses the confirmation of the penetration measurement
technique with clean filter theoretical performance, the
nature of the filter cake, a theory of filter clogging at
filter cake formation as compared to the empirical results of
filters of different pore diameters and an analysis of
penetration relationships with solid particle loading.
6.2 THEORETICAL COMPARISONS WITH INITIAL FILTRATION RESPONSES 
6.2.1	 CONFIRMATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Filter paper HE1073 was tested independently by Remi Trottier
at Laurentian University using a TSI 8081 filter testing
system. This unit is limited to testing with particles less
than 0.4 micrometers diameter. The filter paper was tested
with electrostatically neutralized monodisperse particles at a
face velocity of 0.1 m/s. The results are shown in Figure
6.1, where they are combined with the present data, and the
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agreement is excellent. The pressure drop data also showed
excellent agreement to within a few percent. Data from all
the filters, including the 15.5 micrometer fibre diameter
coarser media are also shown in Figure 6.2, and the results
are consistent.
6.2.2	 COMPARISON WITH THEORY
The experimental data were compared with theory using the
model described in Hinds (158). This model was chosen for the
comparison since it is basically the Kirsch and Stechkina (94)
fan model with an added feature that the impaction term may be
added or disregarded.
Figure 6.1 shows that the theory over-predicts the penetration
in the most penetrating range. The data in the range above 1
micrometer lies between the theoretical curves with and
without impaction included. It should be noted that for most
of the data points, the interception parameter, R, was greater
than 0.4, making the impaction Equation 4.22 invalid. The
filter inhomogeneity was chosen to be 1.6, and changes to the
filter inhomogeneity did not affect the values enough to bring
the theory and experiment into agreement.
Possible reasons why the theory over-predicts the penetration
in the most penetrating range are:
A)	 The fibres are not monodisperse, and the use of the
effective fibre diameter may not give the same response
as the monosize fibre theory.
100
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B) The particles do have a slight charge, even though they
are neutralized, perhaps enhancing the results.
When the 15.5 micrometer, monodisperse fibre data is examined
for the 45 and 75 micrometer pore diameter filters, the
interception parameter, R, is less than 0.4 in all cases.
Figure 6.3 shows single fibre efficiency comparisons of the
data with the theory including impaction. The trends are
excellent, but the theory over-predicts the single fibre
efficiency as it did for the HE1073 medium in Figure 6.1. It
is quite possible that the contributions due to interception
and inertia are not additive in this regime.
6.3 PRESSURE DROP ACROSS A CLOGGED FILTER
When the filter is clogged, additional particles will act as a
packed bed of spheres of porosity e in accordance with the
Kozeny-Carman equation:
( 
	 e3 	) ( 12 ) (4i)1
Uo = K' 2
.
 - e)2 ASp
where:	 U0 = face velocity
K' = Kozeny constant = 5.0
e = porosity
A --- viscosity
S = particle specific surface = 6/dpP
Ap = filter cake pressure drop
B = filter cake bed thickness
(6.1)
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For a clogged filter face area, A, the filter cake mass
accumulation, W, is:
W = B A p (I - e)	 (6.2)
Solving for B and substituting this and the other appropriate
experimental parameters into Equation 6.1 yields the
following:
2dP Ap •
	
(1 - e) 
- 577
e3
(6.3)
From the data from Figures 5.27,5.28 and 5.29 and from other
challenge diameters, the following values were obtained:
2Ap
particle	
dp
(micrometers) (mmH20/mg)
1.16
1.60
2.20
2.90
4.00
0.563
0.343
0.198
0.098
0.053
0.76
0.88
0.96
0.82
0.85
0.85 average
Solving Equation 6.3 for the porosity gives e = 0.89. This is
consistent with Vold (159) who found that the porosity of a
bed of particles formed by sedimentation and remaining in the
position of first contact was 0.875. It is also compares well
with the work of Kirsch and Lahtin (138), who found that air
filter cakes of polydisperse quartz particles in this same
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general particle size range deposited at 0.1m/s gave
porosities of 0.83 to 0.85.
This technique gives an excellent method of filter cake
porosity determination which may well relate to the porosity
of the particle agglomerate growth with filter loading before
the filter cake forms.
6.4 THE CLOGGING POINT AND OTHER LOADING CURVE DESCRIPTIVE
POINTS OF INTEREST
6.4.1	 MASS LOADING PARAMETERS FROM THE FILTER LOADING 
CURVES 
The loading characteristics of fibrous filters are clearly
shown in Chapter Five. The change of regime from "depth" to
"surface" filtration defines filter clogging. Figure 6.4
shows a pressure drop versus mass challenge curve with
descriptive points of possible interest labeled: the lower
transition point where the curve departs from linearity, the
upper transition point where the curve becomes linear again I
and the intersection of the tangents of the two linear
portions. Figure 6.5 shows another possible parameter, the
intersection of the upper linear tangent with the initial
pressure drop. The particle penetration response to mass
challenge in Figure 6.6 has only a single transition point at
its departure from linearity. The most clearly identified
parameter on the DOP penetration curve in Figure 6.7 is the
intersection of the two tangents to the linear portions of the
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Figure 6.6
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curve. Logically, however, the filter cake formation is
represented by the upper transition point of the pressure drop
loading curve.
The loading curves for the various filters and challenge
aerosols were examined for these parameters. It was not a
simple task, since the responses occupied different
quantitative regimes and varied in clarity for different
filters or particle sizes. In many cases, the responses did
not exist, such as the lower transition point for the loading
of the HE1073 fibreglass paper, which is in almost
instantaneous filter cake formation at all of the particle
sizes used for this testing. Table 6.1 shows the mass
challenge at these points of interest for the one to six layer
lamination testing of the HF0012 fibreglass filter paper at
five challenge particle diameters. As shown in Chapter Five,
the reproducibility with a given particle challenge is very
good.
Table 6.2 gives the mass challenges at descriptive transition
points for different solid particle sizes challenging six
filters representing a wide range of pore diameters. The data
in Table 6.3 presents the case where only the pore diameter is
changed.
6.4.2	 CLOGGING POINT
In a typical pressure drop versus mass challenge loading curve
shown in Figure 6.4, the choice of the parameter representing
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the clogging point may be conveniently defined as the upper
transition point, where the curve becomes linear again. Since
the slope of this line for a chosen particle size challenge is
the same regardless of the filter media, it must correspond
with the point where a cake begins to form. This point should
be related to the ratio , Xp, in Equation 6.4, and it is
important to find the filter cake mass, W, for a certain
filter face area, A, at which this occurs:
A pore in a random fibrous filter structure on the particle
challenge side leading edge is like a gateway. The pore
diameter, D. is the fibre to fibre spacing at any angle. Dp
is taken as the average gap across the top fibres in this
study. Although in the fan model of filtration the pores
appear as polygon cross-sections, the pore may be most simply
represented as a circle of diameter D.
Two simplistic approaches may be made to obtain a theoretical
description of pore clogging in a fibrous filter. The
extremes of infinite Stokes number and zero Stokes number are
considered. The truth will lie between the two. In each case
the number of particle passes, N, required to clog the filter,
or block a typical pore, is determined with the assumption
that all particles are captured. A "pass" is the number of
particles required to cover the upstream flat filter face area
of the filter with a monolayer.
PARTICLE IMPACT
CAPTURE POSITION \ 1
N
1.-	
RP
IMPACTION: STK = 00
PARTICLE
FIBRE
I
NEW PARTICLES
PER PASS	 GROWING BED
.3f-
 914Ta€S
FIBRE
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Figure 6.8
PORE CLOGGING WITH PARTICLES
INTERCEPTION: STK = 0 
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The infinite Stokes number case is represented
diagrammatically in Figure 6.8. Particles approach the pore
in straight trajectories. Each pass will cause particles to
be deposited with perfect adhesion on the inside lip of the
pore to reduce its radius by that of the distance of the
particle ,r. The process may be represented as follows:
NUMBER OF PARTICLE LAYER
ADDITIONS
(STK = INFINITY) 
1 pass of particles
2 passes of particles
3 passes of particles
N passes of particles
PORE RADIUS 
(Rp - r)
(Rp - 2r)
(Rp - 3r)
(Rp - Nr) = 0, for a
clogged filter.
So, for a clogged filter:
!EN = ( r ) = Xp (6.5)
In the case of pure interception, all of the flow passes
through the pores and carries the particles which do not
collide with the walls with it. In this case, for zero Stokes
number, as shown in Figure 6.8, the bed of particles grows
perpendicular to the gas flow:
(6.6)
PORE RADIUS 
( Rp
 - 2ir )2r E (i - 1)RP
Xp 1
- 4 + (6.7)
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NUMBER OF PARTICLE LA
ADDITIONS
(STK = ZERO) 
1 pass of
(1 - 2r/Rp) passes of
(1 - 4r/R) passes of
(1 - 6r/Rp) passes of
or, for (4 - (2+4+6+)r/Rp)
YER
particles
particles
particles
particles
passes
PORE RADIUS 
(Rp - 2r)
(Rp - 4r)
(Rp - 6r)
(Rp - 8r)
(Rp - 8r)
In general, for i additions or layers of particles:
The system is clogged when (Rp - 2ir) equals zero, that is,
when i equals Rp/2r. Thus at clogging:
NUMBER OF PASSES .	 2r- Rp E	 -
Rp
Rp 2r 2r
= 2r - Rp . E (i - 1)1=1
X,
XE 2 2 (1 - l)
XP
(3-13 - 1)
2	 2 E (1)
0
= --E -2	 XP
AP
w = __ ____ nP	 '	 6 'I)AP
(6.9)
1.5W
N-ML d A p
P	 P
(6.10)
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In this case the number of passes per unit free area is the
important factor. It must give an extremely low value for N,
representing, perhaps, a hypothetical limit.
The mass, Wp, of one layer of particles can be found for a
filter cake porosity, e,
Wp = dp A pp (1 - e) 	 (6.8)
The value of N can be found from experimental data simply as
W/Wp.
An alternate, and extreme, method of estimating the mass of
particles in a monolayer is from the particle projected area,
1
1 •
AID .
3
This is a definition of W1, 	 common use in surface coating
technology as area coverage, and its application in the
present case can be explained by recourse to Figure 6.9. It
takes a monolayer of particles as the sum of their projected
areas to cover the filter face area.
	 The surface of the
Figure 6.9
FILTER CAKE FORMATION
C000* • • 0006•Cb0 09)•••• 00800• •r	 4
FILM
SURFACE LOADING
FIBROUS
STRUCTURE
FIBROUS FILTER LOADING 
D A pP	 PW -	 1.5 (6.11)
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filter cake in a fibrous structure, however, is a rough,
convoluted structure when compared to the surface coating of
particles on a smooth film.
Theory and experiment are compared in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 in
which N is plotted against X. Equations 6.5 and 6.7 are
represented by the continuous lines, and the points show
experimental values of N calculated from values of W at the
upper transition (clogging point) of the pressure drop curve
using Equations 6.8 and 6.10. In Figure 6.11, the
intersection of the tangents to the two linear portions of the
pressure drop loading curves for the six filters in Table 6.2
is used. It is clear that reasonable agreement is obtained
between theory and experiment when Equation 6.10 is used to
relate N to W. Use of Equation 6.8 gives a gross
overestimation.
Combining Equation 6.5 with Equation 6.10 gives the result
that the particle mass needed to achieve clogging is
independent of particle diameter and is directly proportional
to the filter pore diameter:
This suggests that the clogging point is independent of
particle diameter over the range of the test data considered
in this work. Confirmation of this is shown in Figure 6.12,
where it is shown that the effect of pore diameter on the
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Figure 6.10
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Figure 6.12
MASS CHALLENGE AT PRESSURE DROP UPPER TRANSITION
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clogging point is much more important than the particle
diameter.
When the mass challenge data at the upper transition of the
pressure drop for all of the particle sizes is plotted against
the pore diameter in Figure 6.13, a straight line relationship
results. It is interesting that the curve does not go through
zero pore diameter for these particle sizes, indicating
perhaps an instantaneous filter cake formation can exist at a
certain pore diameter, taking into account the dynamics of a
filtration system.
Figure 6.14 shows the regression of the mass challenge versus
pore diameter for the four points of interest from the
pressure drop data in Table 6.2. The coefficients of
determination are listed for each curve, and all but the one
for the lower transition are 0.9 or greater. The lower
transition point is the most difficult to identify from a
plot, and is, perhaps, more influenced by the initial
filtration efficiency than the other points of interest. On
the whole, however, the pore diameter has an unmistakable
relationship with the clogging parameters. The regressions
are listed below:
REGRESSION 135.4.
LOWER TRANSITION PT. 0.246*D	 -P 0.12 0.72
CRIT. INTERSECTION PT. 0.716*D	 -P 8.24 0.91
TAN. INTERSECTION PT. 0.743*D	 -P 6.95 0.90
UPPER TRANSITION PT. 0.956*DP - 6.39 0.94
Figure 6.14
REGRESSIONS OF MASS CHALLENGE VERSUS PORE DIAMETER
AT DIFFERENT POINTS ON THE PRESSURE DROP CURVES
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Figure 6.13
MASS CHALLENGE AT PRESSURE DROP UPPER TRANSITION
VERSUS PORE DIAMETER (MICROMETERS)
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Figure 6.15
2.20 MICROMETER MASS CHALLENGE VERSUS PORE DIAMETER
AT THREE FILTRATION RESPONSE TRANSITIONS
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Table 6.3 shows the relationships of pore diameter to loading
parameters from the very initial stages of loading with the
challenge particle diameter and fibre diameter held constant.
These tests were not taken to filter cake formation. Figure
6.15 again illustrates approximate linear relationships of the
different transitions of the clogging curves. The regression
of Figure 6.14 for the lower transition of the pressure drop
curve has been included for comparison.
The great importance of pore diameter to the understanding of
the particle loading process is shown by its direct
relationship to the mass challenge at the different points of
interest on the loading curves regardless of the challenge
particle diameter, filter fibre diameter, or filter solidity.
It is doubtful that changes in filter performance beyond the
very initial stages could be predicted without taking the pore
diameter into consideration.
6.4.3
	 CONSTRUCTION OF A CLOGGING MODEL OF PRESSURE DROP
It is obviously desirable to construct a model of the pressure
drop-solid particle loading characteristic. This is extremely
complicated, but may be reduced to four basic shapes. These
are illustrated in Figure 6.16.
a.	 The pressure drop of the clean filters can be predicted
or at least estimated by theory.
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Figure 6.16
PRESSURE DROP VERSUS MASS CHALLENGE MODEL
OF THE LOADING CHARACIERISTIC
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b. The cake filtration section of the characteristic is
linear. It was shown earlier that in the regime of
filtration studied in the present work, the Kozeny-Carmen
equation with a porosity of 0.89 may be used. This will
depend on the filtration regime and the challenge aerosol
properties. The line can be located using the critical
intersection point as predicted from the pore diameter.
This will give a good first order approximation of filter
life.
c. The initial shape of the characteristic shown as a line,
c, is represented as linear, the pressure drop being
proportional to the retained particles. The predictions
of Equations 4.32 and 4.35 can be used to obtain this
portion of the curve. The slopes of the two lines (b and
c) are greatly affected by the challenge particle
diameter, but, while the pressure drop at the tangents
intersection (the point of intersection of these two
lines from Figure 6.4) will change with particle
diameter, the mass challenge at this point would not
substantially change..
An illustration of the effect of a decrease in particle
diameter would be an increase in the initial pressure
drop slope, rotating upwards about the initial pressure
drop, zero mass challenge point, with the filter cake
slope increasing by a rotation upwards about the critical
intersection point. The mass challenge at the tangents
intersection and the upper transition point should remain
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almost constant, even though their pressure drops will
rise, since the slopes of both curves will change with
the particle diameter by the same factor, the square of
the particle specific surface area, 6/dp, as shown in
Equations 4.32 and 6.1.
d.	 This is the transition region. As pores between laden
fibres narrow with particle deposition, the slope of the
curve will increase until clogging occurs. In this
region of loading, the particle capture coefficients, the
filter pore diameter distribution, filter inhomogeneity,
and other factors such as dendritic growth patterns are
interacting to produce this loading response.
6.5 PENETRATION RELATIONSHIPS WITH SOLID PARTICLE LOADING
6.5.1	 PENETRATION VERSUS PRESSURE DROP
The relationship between particle penetration and pressure
drop with increases in particle loading was described by
Davies (135) in Equation 4.36. It was Davies intention to
rate filters with the clogging parameters which related steep
rises in pressure drop to fast reduction in penetration. This
rating system basically differentiates between filters which
in the initial stages of loading are already in filter cake
formation and more open filters which have more gradual
changes in pressure drop with loading.
It should be noted that these relationships are pred •11 inantly
edium. The same particles which cause a re uction in•
c allenges against tie p ysical particle di 14 n 1 eters. Only t
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The addition of particles to a filter affects both penetration
and pressure drop. The contribution of the particles alone
may be examined by correcting the penetration for the clean
filter performance by taking the differences of the logarithms
of the penetration fractions of the loaded and clean filters.
The same may be done for correcting the pressure drop by
taking the difference of the loaded and clean pressure drops.
Figures 6.17,6.18, and 6.19 show exa ples of this technique.
Although the plots appear to be straight lines over the three
decades of penetration, there actually is a slight change in
slope between 10% and 100% corrected penetration, roug 1
corresponding to the lower transition region of the pressure
drop loading curve. The lower portions of the curves are in
the pressure drop loading curve transition region.
based upon the challenge particle diameter and not t e filter
penetration ca se a proportional rise in pressure dr.p. These
clear relationships could not have been f.und without the use
of onodisperse particle challenges.
A regression was made of the slo es of the curves of t
corrected penetration versus corrected pressure dro f r 1.16,
1.60, 2.20, 2.90, and 4.5 icr eter aerodyn ic iameter
region between 10% and 1	 c.rrected penetration was used in
order to occupy t e initial loading regi 	 The plot in
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Figure 6.17
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Figure 6.18
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Figure 6.19
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Figure 6.20 shows the excellent relationship obtained. This
relationship was used to derive the following predictive
equation for loaded penetration:
1.	 /P = (P) 0
 EXP - ( Ap - Apo) ( 0.259 d 37p	 )c
(6.12)
The same technique was used to derive the relationship between
1% and 100% corrected penetration for predictions in the
transition region of the pressure drop loading curve ( RSQ=
0.98):
1.
P = (P) 0 EXP ) - ( Ap - Apo) ( 0.203 d 43p	 )i
(6.13)
The penetration-pressure drop relationship is independent of
initial penetration in this regime.
6.5.2	 INITIAL PARTICLE PENETRATION AND DOP PENETRATION
Filter manufacturers routinely use instantaneous tests for
initial, clean filter penetration for quality control. It is
of interest to illustrate how one instantaneous test may be
used to predict the results of another instantaneous test.
From Equation 4.10, the clean filter penetration is an
exponential function of the single fibre efficiency and the
filter structure. If a filter medium is measured for clean
filter penetration by two different challenges, the
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relationship between the two penetrations is the ratio of the
logarithms of the penetration fractions, as shown in Equation
6.14. The resultant form of the relationship is the power
curve in Equation 6.15.
in (P )	 -n s
Ma) )s- DOP' - -71SDOP
(6.14)
P = (constant) ( PDOP)
(np/npop) (6.15)
When the initial particle penetration is plotted against the
DOP penetration for a number of different challenge particle
diameters (in this case from data generated on the different
fibreglass papers), Figure 6.21 results. The slopes of the
curves become greater with larger challenge particle diameter.
Figure 6.22 shows a comparison between the theoretical ratios
of the single fibre efficiencies and the slopes of the curves
in Figure 6.21. The theory (which does not include inertia)
over-predicts the slope for this range of particle diameters,
probably because it gives higher values of penetration for the
DOP particle diameter of 0.28 micrometer, as it did in Figure
6.2.
The utility of this methodology is to provide Equation 6.12
and 6.13 with an initial particle penetration from a separate
0.001
10
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Figure 6.21
INITIAL % PARTICLE PENETRATION VERSUS DOP % PENETRATION
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filtration test, so that only the pressure drop with loading
needs to be monitored. It would be of great advantage to
generate this number from theory alone.
6.5.3	 PENETRATION WITH SOLID PARTICLE LOADING IN THE
INITIAL STAGES OF LOADING
When the basic differential equation for penetration which
yields Equation 4.10 was solved with the inclusion of the
Yoshioka et al (131), Equation 4.30 for empirically derived
collection efficiency raising factors, the results were
unsatisfactory. In response to this, a computer program for a
numerical solution was written for the examination of
penetration with filter depth and loading.
A 30x30 matrix with elements i, j was constructed for the
changes of filter depth and mass challenge, respectively. The
system was solved using the following recurrence equations:
C(i , j) = C ( i_ l, j) EXP( - b ( 1 , j_ 1 ) A Lf)	 (6.16)
M(i , j) = -( C(i , j) - C(j-1 , j)) Uo At/ ALf + M(i,j-1)	 (6.17)
b(i , j) = b(i , o) ( 1 + k2 M(i , j ) )	 (6.18)
Equation 6.18 can be replaced with any function relating to
the efficiency to mass challenge. The function for initial
b ( i , o ) is:
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1
4 no ao
bp - 
w df	 (6.19)
I	 no
where: no = -- I the initial single fibre efficiency corrected8 
for filter inhomogeneity ( 8 = 1.6). The units for k2 are the
same as for the collection efficiency raising factor in
Equation 4.30.
The behavior of 6 layers of HF0012 filter paper to a 1.6
micrometer diameter particle challenge was simulated. In
Myojo et al (133) the k 2 values for this system would be
between 2 and 4. However, the value of k2 used here to match
the actual behavior was 0.35. It should be noted that Myojo
et al (133) did not include the inhomogeneity in the
calculation of the initial single fibre efficiency, their
penetration was based on a gravimetric assessment, and their
range of particle capture mechanisms was well into the
impaction regime.
The output of the data is shown in Table 6.4 in three
sections: the penetration fraction through each layer of a six
layer laminate of HF0012 filter paper, the volume fraction
occupied by particles in the bottom fifth of each layer of a
six layer laminate of HF0012 filter paper, and the volume
fraction occupied by particles in chosen filter depth
increments of the first layer of the HF0012 filter paper
laminate. The entire 30x30 matrix is not shown for simplicity
of presentation.
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TABLE 6.4.1 
UNIT PENETRATION FRACTION WITH MASS CHALLENGE WITHIN
INCREASING THICKNESSES (LAYERS) OF HF0012 FILTER PAPER
MASS CHALLENGE (g/sq.m)
THICKNESS 0 1.08	 2.17 4.33 6.50
(mm)
0.74 0.426 0.361 0.287 0.169 0.093
1.48 0.181 0.144 0.107 0.057 0.029
2.22 0.077 0.060 0.043 0.022 0.011
2.96 0.033 0.024 0.018 0.009 0.004
3.7 0.014 0.011 0.007 0.004 0.002
4.44 0.006 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.001
TABLE 6.4.2 
VOLUME FRACTION OCCUPIED BY THE PARTICLES WITH MASS CHALLENGE
WITHIN INCREASING THICKNESSES (LAYERS) OF HF0012 FILTER PAPER
MASS CHALLENGE (q/sa.m)
THICKNESS 0 1.08	 2.17 4.33 6.50
(mm)
0.74 0.00023 0.00129 0.00297 0.00782 0.01503
1.48 0.00010 0.00047 0.00089 0.00154 0.00195
2.22 0.00004 0.00019 0.00034 0.00053 0.00064
2.96 0.00002 0.00008 0.00014 0.00021 0.00025
3.7 0.00001 0.00003 0.00006 0.00009 0.00010
4.44 0.00000 0.00001 0.00002 0.00004 0.00004
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TABLE 6.4.3 
VOLUME FRACTION OCCUPIED BY THE PARTICLES WITH MASS CHALLENGE
AT INCREMENTAL THICKNESSES WITHIN THE HF0012 FILTER PAPER
FIRST LAYER
MASS CHALLENGE (q/sg.m)
THICKNESS 0 1.08	 2.17 4.33 6.5
(mm)
0.025 0.00025 0.00141 0.00335 0.00964 0.02109
0.148 0.00021 0.00118 0.00263 0.00632 0.01063
0.271 0.00019 0.00099 0.00210 0.00452 0.00675
0.394 0.00016 0.00083 0.00171 0.00340 0.00475
0.518 0.00014 0.00071 0.00140 0.00264 0.00354
0.641 0.00012 0.00060 0.00117 0.00210 0.00273
The data in Table 6.4 shows that while the penetration results
are not very sensitive to filter depth step length as the mass
challenge increases, the volume fractions occupied by the
particles are very responsive. The shift in Table 6.4.2 in
the first layer with increasing mass challenge is very
dramatic ,as is the rise in the first filter depth increment
of the Table 6.4.3 as mass challenge increases.
Experimental data for the system is shown in Figures 6.4 and
5.7. The comparison between the theory and experimentation is
reasonable up to a challenge of about 6.5 g/m2.
To further investigate this approac'1, the initial slopes of
the penetration with mass challenge data for the 15.5
0.05 (6.20)k2 —
no
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micrometer fibre diameter filters as shown in Figures 5.21,
5.22, and 5.13 were calculated. From these and the mass per
filter volume, values of k2 were computed and plotted against
the single fibre efficiency corrected for the filter
inhomogeneity. The results were very good as shown in Figure
6.23, and the previously estimated figure of 0.35 for the
HF0012 filter paper would be predicted as 0.275 by this
correlation. The correlation gives a very simple relationship
for the change in single fibre efficiency with solid particle
loading:
From Equation 4.30:
( 1 + k2
 Mp )nsm = nso
0.05 
nsm = nso ( 1 +	 MP )nso
'ism = nso "I" 0.05 Mp	 (6.21)
Equation 6.21 shows that the increase in single fibre
efficiency in the early stages of particle loading in this
range is simply due to the particles collecting the particles.
This is also shown by the parallel nature of the penetration
versus mass challenge curves of different particle diameters
in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 in the initial stages of loading.
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Figure 6.23
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6.6 SUMMARY
A. The comparison of penetration versus particle size with
data from two separate filter test systems (in two
different countries) shows good results, confirming the
experimental technique.
B. The trends of penetration versus particle diameter
compared well with filter theory. The theory predicted
higher penetrations in the most penetrating particle
range, probably due to the use of the effective fibre
diameter in the calculations.
C. The porosity of the filter cakes of the different solid
particle diameters were very similar, and the results
compared well with those of other researchers.
D. Different points of interest for the loading curves of
pressure drop, particle penetration and DOP penetration
were discussed with a comprehensive listing of their mass
challenge values in tabulated form.
E. Discussions of the theoretical process of filter clogging
and comparison with the empirical results showed
that the pore diameter of a filter medium is a clear
indicator of clogging and thus of the filter life.
F. The penetration versus pressure drop relationships with
the loading of different particle sizes were found to be
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similar for very different filters.
G. The initial particle penetration and initial DOP
penetration were related theoretically and compared with
the results.
H. An examination of the change in penetration with loading
of filters of 15.5 micrometers fibre diameter in the
initial stages over the range of 1.16 to 4.5 micrometer
aerodynamic particle diameter showed that the increase in
single fibre efficiency is a simple function of mass
accumulation alone. Also, that captured mass occupies
the very leading edge of the filter face, quickly
becoming the chief means of particle capture, leading to
a surface filter cake formation.
I. The consistency of experimental data is such that
information of practical use such as that in Figure 6.17
can be obtained. This degree of consistency has not been
illustrated hitherto and gives considerable justification
for the development work described in the earlier
chapters of this thesis.
6.7 RECOMMENDATIONS 
A.	 The research discussed in this chapter should be extended
to include different dynamic conditions including sub-
micrometer particle challenges and face velocities which
are higher and lower. Although the filter cake formation
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at the upper transition region of pressure drop should be
a straight line for any solid particle challenge, the
lower transition point and the linear nature of the
initial stages of the loading curve should be
investigated for a smaller particle challenge.
B. An investigation should be made relating the face
velocity and the particle diameter to the filter cake
porosity. Further work could attempt a relationship
between filter cake porosity and particle agglomerate
porosity during loading.
C. The models of pores closing during a solid particle
challenge in this work are simplistic, but give a true
indication of the dynamics of clogging. They should be
improved to account for the filter surface, the dynamics
of dendritic growth, and the mechanisms of particle to
particle capture to extend them into the transition
region of the pressure drop loading curve.
D. The challenge corrected particle penetration versus
corrected pressure drop relationship should be further
investigated theoretically to include the clogging
points, especially at the lower transition of pressure
drop.
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APPENDIX A
CALIBRATION OF INSTRUMENTATION
A.1 FLUID FLOW
The two fluids used in this study were double HEPA filtered
dry air and nitrogen. The primary source of calibration was a
dry gas test meter made by Singer- American Meter Division,
Model DTM-325, rated at 0 to 153 lpm. This meter was
purchased with a proof rate characteristics calibration curve
covering the entire range of interest. All tests were run at
20 degrees Centigrade.
In the case of the nitrogen flow, the room temperature output
of the Collison nebulizer was calibrated against the nitrogen
pressure.
In the case of the primary airflow through the duct, the dry
gas meter was placed in-line below the filter sample holder
upstream from both an orifice plate with upstream and
downstream pressure taps and a Fischer & Porter Co. rotameter,
Tube Number FP-2-27-6-10/55. In this way any variation in the
flow could be simultaneously verified with two measurements.
The rotameter design was selected for its very low pressure
drop and gave a range of detection of 2-23 cubic feet per
minute (56.6 to 650 lpm). Because the source of the flow was
house vacuum, it was unnecessary to continuously adjust the
flow as the pressure drop increased due to particle loading
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until the pressure drop was over 60 mmH20. Even at those
higher pressure drops, the adjustments were minimal.
A.2 PRESSURE DROP
The pressure drop measurements for the filter samples were
made using an electronic Sibata Micro-manometer Model ISA-6-
2000D which has 0 to 200 mmH20 range full scale with a
resolution of plus or minus .05 mmH20. Pressure drop readings
were checked against a hook-gauge manometer over the range of
0 to 25 mmH20.
The pressure drop readings from the various orifice plates
used to monitor airflow were made using Dwyer Instruments,
Inc. Magnehelic gauges with a range of 0 to 2 inches of water.
In most of these cases the readings were constant, but the
required pressure drop for the air flow was selected off an
orifice calibration plot of pressure drop versus airflow.
As a further verification of the pressure drop measurement
linearity and system integrity, the HE1073 fibreglass filter
paper was laminated into different layers and the pressure
drop was measured at 0.10 m/s face velocity. As shown in
Figure A.1, the data follows a straight line regression to
well above 150 mmH20.
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Figure A.1
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A.3 PRESSURE DROP AND FLOW MEASUREMENT VERIFICATION
As stated in Chapter 5, the fibreglass filter papers used in
this study were previously provided by Hollingsworth and Vose
for the establishment of the precision and accuracy statement
for the ASTM F1215-89 Standard. They were also used in round-
robin testing for the precision and accuracy statement for the
ASTM F778 "Methods for Gas Flow Resistance Testing of
Filtration Media." In that round-robin testing, six different
laboratories tested the same filter paper for simultaneous air
flow and pressure drop verification. For a 0.10 mjs face
velocity, the results gave a pressure drop mean of 10.6 mmH20
with 95 % single measurement confidence limits of 10.2 to 11.0
mmH20. The results from the testing of the same paper in this
test apparatus was 10.5 mmH20, comparing well to the external
laboratory results.
A.4 PARTICLE SIZE MEASUREMENTS
All of the particle counters used were checked per the
manufacturers' instructions for calibration with analytical
reference monodisperse polystyrene latex spheres made by Duke
Scientific Corporation in Palo Alto, California. These
spheres were generated into aerosols using a TSI Inc. Tr-Jet
Aerosol Generator Model 3460, which sprays a dilute suspension
of these spheres and dries them previous to sampling by the
particle counter.
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The TSI, Inc. DMPS system comprising a Model 3071 Electrical
Classifier with a 1 micrometer impactor cutoff limit and a
Model 3020 Condensation Nucleus Counter was checked using both
0.312 and 0.80 micrometer spheres in order to verify the Q127
DOP Penetrometer particle range.
A Particle Measuring Systems LAS-X Particle Counter was used
as a back-up for the ranges above 1 to 3 micrometers in some
of the initial aerosol generation studies. Its calibration
was checked using 0.312 and 0.80 micrometer latex spheres.
The TSI Inc. Aerodynamic Particle Sizer, Model APS-3310, was
the workhorse of this project. The calibration curve was
checked both at TSI Inc. and in the 3M Co. laboratories with a
variety of latex spheres. In both cases, the original curve
entered into the software was correct. Even so, the counter
was periodically checked with latex spheres of 0.993, 2.062,
3.004 and 3.983 micrometers diameter in order to verify the
particle size measurements in the ranges of these experiments.
It should be noted that the particle sizes used in this
experimentation were never smaller than 1.0 micrometers and
were well within the range of this device.
The challenge particle sampling into the APS in these
experiments used the diluter described in Chapter Five, and at
no time did the aerosol sample concentrations for each size
exceed the limits prescribed by the particle counter
manufacturer. The sample particle concentrations were kept
between 200 to 300 particles per cubic centimeter as a matter
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of course. The sampling time was 20 seconds, which gave more
than enough counts at a 1 lpm sample flow for statistical
confidence of the particle size distribution. The
calculations of particle geometric mean and standard deviation
as well as the plots were generated using the Advanced APS
Software, Model 390041 in an IBM PS-2 Model 55 Computer. The
larger particle sizes were periodically viewed by light
microscopy to verify their correct range of size and the
absence of agglomerates. Attempts to take scanning electron
microscope photos failed owing to the low melting point of the
stearic acid particles.
A.6 CALIBRATION OF THE 0127 DOP PENETROMETER MECHANICAL
ANALYZER FOR PARTICLE DIAMETER
The ATI, Inc. Q127 DOP Penetrometer mechanical analyzer uses a
single angle polarization ratio particle sizer (OWL). Hinds
et al (75) showed that the particle size was adjustable
between 0.205 and 0.3 micrometers using a PMS ASAS-300A laser
aerosol spectrometer. For this study, the geometric mean
particle diameter and standard deviation were measured at
different polarization ratios using the TSI Inc. DMPS system.
The polarization ratio of 29 degrees is the standard particle
size setting for this device.
Figure A.2 shows the data and the subsequent regression. The
range of angles of 22 to 40 degrees gave count geometric mean
particle diameters of 0.229 to 0.353 micrometers. The angle
of 29 degrees gave a particle diameter of 0.28 micrometers.
UPSTREAM PHOTOMETER (D-1) CPM VERSUS AERODYNAMIC
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The geometric standard deviation was not a function of the
particle diameter and varied from 1.21 to 1.31, very close to
the definition of monodispersity.
The polarization ratio should relate to a particle surface
mean diameter, and, historically, the 29 degrees polarization
ratio angle was originally calculated to give 0.3 micrometers
for this "most penetrating particle" test. Interestingly
enough, the calculated surface geometric mean diameter at 29
degrees was 0.32 micrometers, an amazing verification of the
light scattering theory in the 1950's when this devise was
originally designed.
A.7 CALIBRATION OF THE PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF MASS 
CHALLENGE CONCENTRATION AND PENETRATION
The Sibata Gas-mask Canister Testing Apparatus, Model AP-634A
is a system which processes the aerosol light scattering
output of the photometric sampling of aerosol upstream and
downstream from the filter holder (this apparatus has been
modified from a Model AP-6310M, but is essentially the same as
an AP-634A with 4 lpm aerosol sample flows through each
scattering chamber). The concentration output over a very
short time interval is logarithmically transformed and
converted into a digital output, CPM. According to the
manufacturer, for 0.3 micrometer stearic acid particles the
mass concentration for 1 CPM for the upstream and downstream
photometers are, respectively, 0.001 mg/m3 and 0.0001 mg/m3,
their basic sensitivity. The downstream photometer is 10
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times more sensitive than the upstream photometer, so a ratio
must be applied to the calculation of penetration.
The set-up of the photometers involves setting the gains
before each run using light scattering standard prisms which
are placed directly in the scattering chamber of each
photometer. When this is done, the scattering standards are
removed and the background scattering for each chamber is
measured and logged into the microprocessor to be subtracted
from the respective photometer outputs. The relationship
between the output of the two phototubes is then calculated by
running a 100% penetration sample (no filter) and the ratio of
the outputs then logged into the microprocessor for use in the
penetration calculation.
In order to confirm the linearity of the upstream photometer
and its ratio with the downstream photometer, the aerosol mass
concentration with 1.16 micrometer diameter stearic acid
particles was varied by a combination of dilution and by
varying the venturi flow at the aerosol generator output.
Gravimetric measurements were taken simultaneously with
upstream photometer measurements, and the relationship was
linear from 0.1 to 100 mg/m 3 . When the ratio of the two
photometric outputs was checked, it was found to be constant
over this range, meeting the manufacturer's claims.
The sensitivity of the photometer to aerosol mass
concentration varies as a function of particle diameter, so
the photometric upstream concentration measurement in CPM must
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be calibrated for each particle diameter by gravimetric
measurements of the mass of particles collected over a set
time at a set airflow on a high efficiency filter placed in
the filter holder. This then provides a constant by which the
CPM measurements may be multiplied to obtain the mass
concentration and thus the actual mass challenge for the
volume airflow over the 1 minute sample period. This was done
each time previous to testing at a set particle diameter. The
test filter samples were also weighed before and after loading
tests on a five place analytical balance to be certain the 	
1
correct exposure had been met. The balance was periodically o
checked for calibration using standard weights.
Figure A.3 shows the results of such calculations of the CPM
at 100 mg/m3 mass concentration for the stearic acid particle i
used in this research. The upstream measurement was above
4200 CPM for all the particle aerodynamic diameters below 4.5
micrometers. This corresponds to 42000 CPM on the downstream
photometer, which would be the quantity used for a penetration
calculation. The equivalency of 1/42000 in percent
penetration is 0.0024%, probably the high end of the
resolution of these measurements. A better estimate of the
percent penetration resolution would be plus or minus 0.001%
for the particles less than 2.5 micrometers (>10000 CPM) and
plus or minus 0.007% for the particles above 2.5 micrometers
(<10000 CPM). This would take into consideration variations
in the gain of the phototubes and certainly would be
conservative for the readings taken in this study.
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A.8 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
The many temperature measurements were made using Type K
thermocouples and a Omega 450 AKT Thermocouple Digital
Thermometer. Three thermocouples were made and used to check
the calibration on the digital thermometer at 0 and 100
degrees °C, using ice and boiling water, respectively. After
that, these thermocouples were used as comparison standards
for the rest of the probes in the aerosol generator,
especially for the higher temperature applications. The
accuracy stated by the manufacturer was plus or minus 0.1 °C
at 204 0C and plus or minus 1 °C at 1372 °C.
